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Preface
MI111111

The social protocol project was designed to provide information about

the social requirements of work environments so that this knowledge, embed-

ded in future programs; might enhance the opportunity for successful em-

ployment among handicapped people. .:There were several premises upon which:_

the research strategies were based. first, little is known about the

social aspe-tts of work. Hence, no one investigative approach is likely to

yield sufficient breadth of information. Thus, a variety of methodologies

1 including those for survey -and descriptive observation studies were to be

employed in this project. S cond, a use4 outcome must include a descrip-

tion of both the social beh viors that occur in work environments and the

contexts that define their situational appropriateness. These contextual

relationships are herein referred to as social protocols, Third,

descriptive categories for behavior and their concomitant protocols have

been sometimes rendered in such global terms as to have almost no

functional utility. In contrast; they may be described in relation to such

specific events or circumstances that they have no generality and are

hence, equally useless. The consideration of where to operate on the

continuum Of specificity is a primary issue in the theoretical

conceptualization and operational design of social behavior research..

lore9veri an appropriate degree of specificity for one set of purposes

might be inadequate for others ThOs; where little is known about social

burdenrotocols, as in the employment arena; a researcher must bear the burden of

,a perilous decision without much guidance. Resources permit only a small

number of options to be explored within an.ialmost infinite array of

J... 4,
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possibilities. It would be a prudent strategy the to collect data on

social protocols at various points along the specificity continuum in order

to better guide future research; That was the intent in this project.

The "Social Protocol" project was initially organized in four

objectives. This report will follow the same structure. After some

introductory remarks; each objective will be discussed in turn after which

a concluding section will summarize findings and present recommendations.

2
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Introduction

Employment for handicapped people has not been abundant. In fact,

unemployment and underemployment has been the general rule; For severely

handicapped people employment occurs mostly within the confines of

sheltered workshops where average earnings were $661 a year in 1979

Handicapped people in work activity centers fared eai-ning aw,

average of $288 a year. If handicapped clients were systematically moving

through a continuum from day activity centers to work activity centers to

sheltered workshops and, finally, to semi-sheltered or competitiVe

.employment, there would be some reason for optimism. However, the facts

suggest that. the presumed continuum of vocational programs in most

communities is not functioning for individual clients. Most individuals in

_ _

competitive or uppers levels of sheltered employment are so placed within a

few months to a year. Those who are not placed within a two to three year

period generally remain indefinitely at lower levels in the vocational

/previcational program continuum where there is little opportunity for

meaningful work or to earn Wages. The reasons for lack of movement along

the vocational continuum are many. That discussion is beyond the scope of

this introduction. However, the inability of many handicapped youth and

to interact within th required social protocols of vocational

training and employment settings has played a large role.' While self-care,

community living and vocational task skills hav&received considerable

ittrition from scientists and program developers, Social interaction

related to the work place has been mostly ignored.

The Social Protocol Project was designed to begin to fill this gap in

the scientific literature; Survey research and observational research

methodologies were to be applied to the problem of identifying the social

6



protocols operating in the work place: A more detailed descriptibpOf

theSe research strategies is presented below:

Survey Research.

The Social Protocol Project proposed to use a questionnaire With work-

placement officers and employers of the handicapped to secure their opin

ions about important social parameters of work. As this study evolved, iti

became ilooressively more methodologicallykomplex in order to obtain a

greater variety Of infOrmation. Initial use of a questionnaire provided
j

useful information; bUt that information was frustratingly limited;

Therefore; the process below was developed to.provide a broader set of

information;

TM-66 Dimensional Questionnaire: As preliminary questionnaires were

given and respondents were queried; it became clear that it was not SUffi=

cient to ask just about the importance of a particular questionnaire item

(i.0, social procotol); Indeed; preliminary data suggested that a parti-

cular category of behtvior may be more or lets important, may occur more or
N

less frequently; and may be More or less problematic with new employees:

This feedback led to the development of a questionnaire format that called

upon respondents to rate each social protocol in each of three dimensions;

importance; frequency, and employer satisfaction with new employees in
4

regard to-that social protocol.

Three Categories-Of Imployers_ Preliminarywork suggested that

amployerS of different types migh respond in different ways to clues=

tionnaire items. Therefore, the survey sampled three categorieS of

-employers; food service employers (eIg., rest rants and cafeterias); other

service employers (e;g;, grocery stores; printing shops, etc.); and

industrial or agriculturalmanurfacturers (e.g.; cheese factories).

7
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Interviewing Employers: the preliminary work made it apparent that

questionnaires can only provide a surface level of information; That is

they allow respondents to rate among a set of prearranged choices.

However, they do:not permit respondents to provide informaticin that goes

beyond the prearranged items on the questionnaire. Fbr that reason; an

interview was also conducted with every respondent. The purpose of these

interviews was two-fold: First; interviews were used to gather examples

from employerS about the tpetifit social protocols that were important in

their businesses. In this way, a detailed descriptio of the circumstances

that surround important social protocols could be obtained for a variety of

behaviors and:for a variety of places of employment; Second; the interview

was used to find out how Offerent employers attempt to correct or other-

wise discipline employees in the face of behavior they consider to be

inapprOpriate or undesirable;

Observational Research; The Social Protocol Projett proposed to con-

duct observational research at places of employment in order to examine, in

vivo; the social interaction that takes place and the circumstances in

which it occurs. Initially; it was proposed that people placed/from Cache

Instructional WOrkshop would be observed in their places of employment in

conjunction with some of their nonhandicapped co-workers;. However, pre-

liminary investigation led to a somewhat different strategy; First; it

turned out that there were not all that many Cache Instructional Workshop

clients placed in competitive emPloyment recently; The dominant employer

61 handicapped in the Cache Valley area turned.out to be Deseret

Inc. For that reason, Deseret Industries was chosen as the

orimai-y site in which handicapped acid nonhandicapped workers would be

observed. Second; a preliminary study-was Conducted in which some handi-



capped and' nonhdicapped wOrkers were observed in several different bus-

inesses; The primary purpose of this study was to develop a system for

observing social behavior. It became evident from this preliminary work

that no one system could reliably yield a sufficient breadth of informa-

tion. For that reason; two observation systems were developed; One exa-

mines the structure of ongoing social interactions using an interval re-

cording system in which the rates, patternsi 'and participants of social

interaction are assessed. The second system uses a checklist to efficient-

ly record additional information not available from the first observation

sytem. The remainder of the report presents the findings for each of the

rour goals proposed in the Social Protocol Project.



Goal One

;INTRODUCTION

L

'The purpose of Goal One was to determine placeMent offiCers' and

employers' ratings of social protocols related to the employability of

.handcapped youth. Competitive employment, work supervisors rather than

placement officers were included as participants in this study; There has

been relatively little recent job placement activity for handicapped youth

in Cache Valley; Therefore, placement officers were not felt to be a'

useful source of information; In contrast, judgerrTnts by competitive

employers, about social protocols important for success on the job seemed

likely to provide information directly pertinent to vocational preparation

of handicapped people;
Air

Previous research in this area has focused primarily on task require=

ments of jobs rather than on social skills that may be necessary for job

success. This research has focused on sheltered work'shops rather than on

competitive/employment settings (Malgady & Barcher; 1982; Rusch;'et

1982; Mithaug, et al., 1977; Foss Peterson; 1981); The present study was

aimed at identifying social protocols that employers considered relevant to

job success in competitive employment;

METHODS

Sub'

ihe survey was conducted in Cache County (population 48,500), Utah.

listingof businesses in Cache County was obtained from the telephone

directory; the Cache County Chamber of Commerce, and the Utah State Direc;;

tory of Businesses; The businesses were selected for inclusion in the;

study based on two factors: (a) the business had to have at least eight

BEST COPY fat.i1-;L:ZE
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The Aames of businesses that met tne apove criteria were Lnen u iviueu

into three categories; manufacturers; services; and food services, and

assigned a random number. In each of ihe three categories; twenty bUSi=

nesseS were selected based on the first twenty random numbers; ten first=

choice participants and ten alternates; The types of businesses that

comprised the sample are described in Table 1;1;

Insert Table 1.1.about here

For each business; the on-line supervisor was the respondent for both

the questionnaire and the interview. The on-line supervisor is in daily

contact with employees and is in a pOsition to provide typical examples of

social behavior among employees. Further; the on-line supervisor evaluates

the employees' performance and their opinions of individuals may lead to

job promotion, retention; or loss.

PROCEDURES

Following the random selection of businesses; a manager from each

business was contacted by phone. On the basis of the telephone interview;

each business was screened further. Criteria for screening included:

the business had to employ a minimum of eight employees; b) the supervised

employees did not have to be licensed or have special skills training;

tho jobs did not require skills beyond math and reading; and 'd) there

Id Jeff be a requirement of union membership. If the business met all of

the above criteria, that business was included in the study. If the

i Tess failed to meet any one of the above criteria; the business was

excluded from the survey and a business from the alternate list was selec-

ted. A telephone interview was then conducted with the new business.

A 37-item questionnaire forM was mailed to on-line supervisors at

1



Table 1.1

Businesses Sampled

Category II III

Mandfacturers Processed diary products
3 Manufacture office supplied
1 Manufacture car seat covers

4 1 Develop electronic_supplies
1 Manufactur animal feed
1 Produce baked goods

Services 4 Grocery Stores
2 Motels

J 3 Health Care Centers
1 Pry Meaner

Restaurants 4 Fast food establighments
5 General restaurants
1 University cafeteria



businesses inClUded in the study (see Table 1.2). The questionnaire items

included social behaViCitS and situations identified in the vocational

literature and from preliminary survey research with employers. Each

questionnaire item was rated from 1 to 5 by supervisors on each of three

dimensions (frequency, importance, and satisfactidh).

Insert Table 1.2 about here

Once the questionnaire was completed, on -line supervisors were contac-
.

ted by phone and an interview was scheduled at each place of business;

During the interview, the supervisor was asked to select five categories of

behavior that were of "most concern", from the 37-item questionnaire. When

supervisors had difficulty choosing five categories of behavior that were

of "most concern ", the interviewer provided prompts based on the super-

visors' responses to questionnaire items. Prompts consisted of pointing:

out questionnaire items that had been ranked bothaS being very important

and being sources of dissatisfaction. After seletting the five items of

A
"most concern"; the supervisor was asked tb provide a typical example that

characterized each. The examples were operationalized in terms of the

'ettinn in which the behavior occurred, the time of day or the circum-

stances in which the behaViOr was most likely to occur, the sequence of

events including antecedent conditions, a description of the actual behav-

ior(s); and the events that followed that behavior.

Next, supervisors were asked to report their typical response when

each ,category of behavior of most concern occurred. A matrix that listed

twelve consequences ranging from ignoring the behaVitir to firing the

13
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Directions: Below is a list of employee behaviors that may or may not
contribute to successful job performance._ Read_each one and select one of
the numbered descriptors that best describes (1) how frequently_ the
situation occurs in your work setting; (2) how important the behavior is to
successful perfoMmante of your specific type of work; and (3) how satisfied
you are With this behavior in employees when they first begin 'employment.
Place the_number for the correct descriptor in the space that corresponds
to the column designattd for the descriotorie.a.1 spaces under I
correspond to freauentf-of occurrence). Note: Whenever a situation is
described that is negative or undesirable; rate/the item for importance
as: "how important it would be for the situation not to occur."

I

Ereouency of Occurrence
II

Importance to job_ success _

0 Not applicable to this jOh Ncit aPP1-iTa to this itib

1 Less than once a month 1 Not at all i ortant .

2 About once a month 2 Rarely impor ant
3 About once a week 3 Moderately i portant
4 About once a day 4 Very _importnt_
5 More than once a day 5 Critical t job success

III
Satisfaction
0 Not APplitable to this 30b
1 Not satisfied with any

employee
2 Satisfied with a few

employees
3 Satisfied with half

of the employees
4 Satisfied with most employee
5 SatiSfied with all emo-oyees

Example

Haying friends around during on the job hours

1. Carrying out instructions from others that need,immediate attention;

2; Carrying out instructions which need attention_only after an amount
of time has passed from the time_of the given instructions (e.q., "When
you are through stacking boxes,begin to take inventory ")..

,-

Providing information to other employees or to the public which is
related to products, schedulesi_operationsi or store policy (e.g.,
the company does not refund sale items", or "We open Saturdays at a

later t4me")

Independently getting necessary_ information reauired for performing
a new task (e.g., checking a catalogue to locate depleted materials);

BESTCO"'''''''''I
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5. Refusing to follow wrcng instructions from co-workers In an acceptable
manner (e.g., "I can't leave until I'm sure that the pressure gauge is
stable"1.1

6; Ignoring inappropriate gossiping or boisterous behavior by co-workers.

7. Conversing in "small talk" unrelated to _work during job hours..

8: Admitting a wrong action; or apologizing to someone on the job;

9. Praising co-workers for jpbs well done.

10. Friendly joking or kidding with co-workers.

11; Referring inquiries or instructions to qualified personnel designated
to handle such'work (e.g.; "credit can be obtained on the second floor");

12. Offering
worker (

4 the tabl

help to co-workers, or giving goods or materials to -a -co-
.p., "I'll finish the salad bar while you clear all of

13: Using social amenities such as "please"; "thank you"; "excuse Ire"; etc.
4

14. Stopping talk -and listeniha to others when they begin to speak (e.a:i
"shut up and liSten").

15. Rrinaina conversation to an end at appropriate times e.g., answering
phone,] end of break, time)=

16. Roughhousing during work.

17. Ridiculing; criticizing; cursing at, or threatening co-Workers.

18. Accepting apologies from co-workers for wrong - doinas.

19. Accepting joking or kidding from co-workers;

20. Handling unfriendly joking or sarcastic kidding from co-workers by,;
him/herself.

21. Expressing appreciation for something a co-worker has done;

_22. Handling being ridiculed; cursed; criticized;
co-workers.

threatened by

0

?3 Using inaopropriate c^ysical gestures in place of verbal outbursts
(e;q;, thumbing the nose at someone);

24. Ignoring co-workers' encouragement to grumble or complain.

25. Arouina with co-workers or supervCsor;

26. Giving orders when he/she does not have this responsibility.

J
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Table. 1.2 (continued)

?ersistina to-inauire into supervisor's or co-workers' Personal affairs
(e.g., being nosy).

;esponding appropriately to job-related emeraencies. (6.0;, injury,
burst water pipe);

laving difficulty remembering peoples' !Ames.

3orrowi nq 'money from -co- workers:

Using appropriate tone and loudness of voice-.
0

Standina too close to other people, or not maintainina appropriate
social distance;

Using weak or phony excuses for beina late to work, missing work, or
failing to perform some duty;40

Primping while on-the job station (e.g., .hajr-combing; applying make-op).

laving friends around during on-the-job hours.

Complaining or arumbling to,co-workers about'company policies or
procedures.

Acknowledqina what others are saying by makkng eye contact, nodding
'lead, or saying uh-huh, ummm, yea, right, etc; while others speak, .

mmeits or adationalsuadestiOns:

I II

r

I
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was asked to indicate what; his/her response would be after the first

Insert Table 1. 3 about here

occurrence of the behavior, the second occurrence; and so on until either

the employee was fired or until'subsequent occurrences led reputedly to

the-same consequence. Conseqences other than those listed were doted by the

interviewer at the bottom ofthe page.'

Upon completion of the Cache Survey each example provided by supervi-
,,,

sors was fe-numbered to correspond with questionnaire items. This prows

was uhdertaken because often examples related to more than one question=!

naire item number. Raters were trained to identify any overlap between

questionnaire items and.to specify items that were independent of others

(see Table 1.4), In cases where items overlapped, raters were trained to

Insert Table 1.4 about here

read all of the items and, then number the example according to those items

which best described that example; In addition; the following coding

procedures were adhered to. All examples that were identified' as "acknow-

leOging;" (item 37), were treated as if speaking had, in fact, occurred.

"Bringing conversations to an end at an appropriate time", (item 15), was

Lou6Led whenever conversing was mentioned in the context of interfering

With work performance or acknowledged in the context of failure to others,

Because it was sometimes difficult to determine from the behavioral des-

criptions whether joking situations were friendly; unfriendly; or a type of

ridicule, all examples pertaining to joking were counted as items 19, 20,

BEST COPY ilt"71L-1:?LE
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able 1:3

Supervisor Response Matrix

After how many occurrences would you make this response?

What_supervisor response
is called fOr? 1st 2nd . 3rd 4th 5th 6th More

Ignore

... ,

i-
Che& on

Talk with

Reprimand

Show how ..

Re-explain .

Apprentice
.

.

.

Reduce hours

..

Probation

Fire or suspend

Switch.lob location

OtIler (explain) s

Oualifications:

18
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Item Analysis for Reliability

Questionnairltem___$__Corresponding ItemS
¶ It ¶

Number ¶ Descr_i_p_t_i_on 1 Niimber 1 DeStriptiOn

1 1

¶ 33. 1 Weak excuses
1 1

1 1

1 33. f Weak excuses
1

¶ 11. 11 Referring persons to someone else

I 1 ¶

$ 12. ¶ Offering to hey someone else

$ ¶

1 11 None

1 1

11 11

¶ 11 None

1 1

11 1

11 7. 1 Conversing in "small talk"

7
1

¶ 17. 1 Ridiculing; criticizing otRts
11 1

¶ 6. 1 Ignoring inappropriate gossip
1 1

1

1, 1 Following instructions needihg
¶ immediate attention i.

C V
.; 2. V Following delayed instr coons

1 _ _ _ _,

3. II. Providing jOb=related info'rma-
I tion to others .

II

$,4 4. ¶ Finding necessary information
¶ before performing a job,
V

1 Refusing to follow others who
1 behave
¶

C 6. 1 Ignoring inappropriate gossip
¶

¶

11

7. 11 Conversing in "small talk"

C
11

=

V 1 14; ¶ Stopping talk and listening to other

¶ 11 1

¶ iir 1 15. 1 Ending conversations at appropriate

1 11 $ points in time

11
1 1

11
1 35. 1 Having friends around work area

111

1
,.. 37. 1 Acknowledging hearing others,:.

9. ¶ Praising co- workers 11 21. 1 Showing appreciation

1 1

z. 10. 1 Joking or kidding co-worker $ None

11 11

11. ¶ Referring persons to someone else$ 3. 11 Providing job-related information tc

1 11 ¶ others

V: ¶ 1

¶ ¶ 12. ¶ Offering to help someone else

1
,

, 11 1

12, 1 Offering to help someone else ¶ 3. ¶ Providing job-related information tc

I 11 1 others ..

$ 11 ¶

V V 11; ¶ Referring persons to someone else

13. $ Using social amenities; 1 21. 1 Showing appreciation

1 1 V

14. ¶ Stopping talk and listening to ¶ 7. 1 Conversing in "small talk"

19



1 i I points in time
11 ¶ _, 1

11 - I 35. 1 Having friends around work
I 1 1

1 1 37. 1 Acknowledging hearing others
1 _ _ It -_ 1

15. 1Ending conversations at appro- 1 7. f Conversing in "small talk"
I priate points in time 11 _ 1

1 11 14. 1 Stopping talk and listening to

1
Ii I others .

1 1 1 '0

11 1 35.. 1 HaVing friends around work

1 IT 1

V II 37. $ Acknowledging hearing Others"-,

V 1 I
...

16. 1 Roughhousing'during work 1 ...6; 1 Ignoring inappropriate gossip
V $ I '

17. 1 Ridiculing; criticizing others $ . 6. I Ignoring inappropriate gossip

V $ __ 1

V 1 31. Ii Using appropriate tone of voice

1 $ 1
18. 1 Accepting apologies V 'I None

1 _ _ . V 11

19. $ Accepting joking/kidding 1 20. 1 Handling unfriendly joking
1 V 1

20. $ Handling unfriendly joking 1 19. 11 Accepting ioking/kidding

I _ ¶ V
-\

21. if Showing appreciation V 9. 1 Praising one 'another

V 1 ¶

$ 1 13; 1 Using social amenities

V 1 1

22 $ Handling ridicule/criticism 1 6. I Ignoring inappropriate gossip

1 1 $

23 $ Using inappropriate physical IT - $ None

$ gestures 1 ; 11

$ IT $

24. $ Ignoring co-worker's complaints 1 36. 1 Complaining about company policies
it $ ' II td others

1 11 1

25. 11 Arguing with co-workrs or 1 8. I Apologizing
1 supervisor IT 1

11 11 V

26. $ Giving orders without authority 1 $ None
T 11 1

27. I Inquiring into personal affairs 11 1 None

$ _ _ $ 1

1 1 1

28. $ Responding to emergency situations ¶ None

None

1 1

29. 1 Not remembering others names 1 ;

1 11 V

30. I Borrowing money from co-workers 1 I None

31. II Using appropriate tone of voice 1 17. I Ridiculing; criticizing others



E.

33.

34;

35.

37.

I .

1 Weak excuses
I

I

1
1
1 Primping on the job

¶ Having friends around work
I

1

I

11

V

I

1

1 Complaining about company
1 policies to others
1
1 Acknowledging hearing other,s
¶

V '1

V

-$
1

1
.

IT

1

I-

V

I
1

I
1

.1

1

11

1

11

I
1

1

¶

1

1

il
11

1

¶

V

1

, I

,I.;

2.

7.

14.

15.

24.

.

7.

14.

15.

1
1 Following instructions needing'
1 immediate attention
1

1 Following delayed instructions *V)

I

I None yr

1 Conversing in "small talk"
1

t-7-
.
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"Praising co-workers for jobs well-done" and "Using social amenities"

(items gad 13) were not classified as equivalent behiviors. "Praising

co- workers'-was classified as workrelated behavior and "social amenities"

.
were deflnea as common pleaTantrws:

"Ignoring co-workers' grumbling or complaints" (item 24) and "com-

plaining or grumbling to co- workers about cdmpahy policies or procedures",;

(item. 36) frequently overlapped in the examples provided by supervisors;

BecauSe of-the difficulty in determinimg whether an employee initiated or

failechto ignore complaining; both questionnaire items were given

one count unless the supervisor's example stipulated one or the other;
.16

After the ating process; five of the -examples from each category of

employer (food services, other services; and manufacturers) were indepen-

dently rated by.a second rater to assess reliability. Interobserver agred-

ment, was calculated by dividing the total number of agreements by-the total

number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. Reliabili-

ty for all groups was 84%. The reliability coefficient for manufacturers

and for services was 86% and and the reliability coefficients for restap-
.

rants was 80%.

RESULTS

Analysis of Questionnaire Ratings

Cl',.ie-itionnair6 items were organized in categories based on whether the

, --

protocol was task related and whether. tFlja beha4jor described was desirable;

For example, the protocol "following instructions" is desirable and task-

related while "borrowing mane? refers to undesirable and nontask-related

behavior.

Desirable anetask-related items. The distribution of ratings for

22
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Insert Figure 1.1 about here

The first two:graphs. which refer to instruction following were rated

highly across all three dimensions. Although "responding to emergency

situations" is not frequently called for; it is important- to employers and

they aregenerally'satisfied with employees in this regard. The remaining

items refer to protocols that call for some sort of information dissemina-

tion. These protocols occur__frequently and were- -rated as being very impor-

tanttant to the job. In addition, employers indicated general satisfaction

with new employees in this area;

Desirable and_nonta_sk-related items. Conversational skills; common

pleasantries, ign6ring'undesirable behavior; joking and kiddingiandeM-:.

ployees reacting appropriately tO others' undesirable beha0Or comprise the

second group of items; The distribution of ratings for each dimension on

;these items is shown in Figure 1;2;

.Insert Figure 1.2 about here

Protocols requiring conversational skills, presented in the first four

sets of graphs, were ranked high on.a:1-1 three dimensions indicating that

chey )(.:cur frequently, are important to the job and supervisors are satis-

ti ith new employees in this regard. The next three sets of graphs

represent protocols requiring common pleasantries; All are rated as impor-

. tant for job success. Employers indicate social amenities are called for

more often than shoWing appreciation to co-workers and praising co-workers.

In generalisupervisors are satisfied with new emplbyees in this area.

BEST COF" fv"11
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`7,qure 1:1 Desirable; Task-Related Social Protocols.

Distributions of- ratings For thirty employers on
eight social protocols.
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Figure 1.2 Desirable, Not Task-Related Social Protocols.

Distributions of ratings for thirty employers on
fourteen social protocols.
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Figure 1.2 (cont.)
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The frequency ratings for items referring to protocols of ignoring

inappropriate behaviors (next two graphs) are evenly distributed. In

imponante to job success both items were rated highly. Ignoring com-

plaints was rated somewhat higher than ignoring gossiping and'employers

were more satisfied with new employees in their ignoring of complaints than

in their ignoring of gossiping.

Supervisors were satisfied with the extent to whith new employees

joked and kidded at work. In general, frequency ratings were equally

distributed with joking or kidding co-workers being.slightly higher; In

addition, both protocols were rated high in importance. Finally, employers

indicate that workers frequently react appropriately to others' undesirable

behavior. Both of the items in this last set are ranked as being

moderately to very important and for the most part, employers are satisfied

with new employees.

Undesirable and task - related items. The distribution of ratings for

each dimension on these items is shown in Figure'1.3

Insert Figure 1.3 about here

"Weak or phony excuses" was rated as occurring frequently. _Employers

identified this protocol as being fairly important'and as one with which.'

they are. generally satisfied. The remaining protocols are classified

indesirable.because they interfere with completion of work tasks. Except

for engaging in small talk, these did not occur frequen ly;' They were

,-ated as moderate to very important for job success and r the most part,

14V
employers indicated satisfaction with new employees in thiS regard.

Undesirable and nontask-related items. The distribution of ratings

27
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Figure 1.3 Undesirable, Task-Related Behaviors.

Distributions of rating for thirty employers on
six social protocols.'
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for each dimension on these items is shown in Figure 1.4.

Insert Figure 1.4 about here

Except for not "maintaining social distance;" items that reflect

negative interaction between employees were not rated as frequent occur-

rences. These protocols were rated by employers as moderately important to

-success and the majority of employers indicated that they were satis-

fied with new employees; "Primping on the job" is rated as not occurring

often; as of moderate importance; and most employers are sftisfied with

their new employees; The final protocol; "forgetting names"; was rated as

not very important to job success.

Rankings Of questionnaire items. Table 1.5 presents the mean ratings

on questionnaire items ordered frommost to least important.

Insert Table 1.5 about here -4

The frequenCy of non-apPlicable ratings and ratings for the frequency

and employer satisfaction dimensions are also displayed on this table; The

items that received over 5 non-applicable ratings were those that reflected

undesirable nontask-related behaviors across all dimensions; The range of

mean ratings iJi the frequency dimension (1;5 - 4.7) is greater than the

range of mean ratings in the importance dimension (2;6 - 4.4) and in the

satisfaction dimension; (3.3 to 4;7);

The correlation between rAftibtigs on each questionnaire item was

calculated to assess the extent to which having a high rating on one

dimension was associated with a high rating on other dimensions; Frequency

and importance dimensions were moderately correlated (r = 0;43) as were

frequency and satisfaction dimensions (r = 0;43); Importance and

satisfaction were less positively correl'ited (re O;28),

^
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TABLE 1.5

Employer Survey

Questionnaire Summary Analysis

Question Description Clues.

No. Rank

Importance

lir_

Rating
lg. . Rank

Frequency

7
Rating

N.A.

Satisfacton

Rank X
Rating

N.A.

Following.instructions
needing immediate
attention

1 1 4.4 0 2 4;5 1 1 4;7 0

Responding to emergency
situations

28 2 4.4 0 29:5 2..0 0 16 3;9

Offering to help someone
else

12 4 4.1 0 5 4.3 2 29.5' 3.6 0

Or

Utilig social amenities ::13 : 4 4;1 2 1 4.7 0 2.5 4.2

Weak excuses ii., 33 .4 . 4.1: 0 29.5 2.0 '16 3.9

Provfding job-related. 3 8 4;0 4 12.5 3;6 5 34 3.4

information to others '

, Ending conversations_ at 15 8 A.0 1 7 44 3 29;5 3;6

appropriate points in
4iire

Appropriate tone of Voice 31 8 4.0 2 12.5 3.6 4 16 3;9 2

Having friends.around work 35 8 4;0 4 24 2.3 5 16 ;3.9 3 .

Arguing with co- workers 25.

ortupervisors

Referring persons to., 11

someone : else

11.5

4:0

,

3.9

3

3

29.5

3

2.0

4.4

4

3

16

9;5

3.9

4.0 :

-

3

Showing appreciation 21 11.5 3.9 0 11 3.7 0 25.5 3.7 6,

FollOwing delayed- 2

instructions
15 3.8 0 5 4.3. 1 29;5 3;6 .0

.

Praising one:another 9 15 3.8 1 15 3.4 2 32.5 3.5 1

Acknowledging hearing 37

others
15 3.8 2 9.5

-

4.0 4- 5 4.1 2 ,

Apologizing 8 ;15 3.8 1 22.5 2.4 3 25.5 3.7

Ignoring Co-worker 24 15 3.8 2 18 2.9 3 29.5 3..6

complaints

Stopping talk and litt= 14

ening to someone
20.E. 3. -0 9.5 4;0 2 . 21;5 3;8 0'

31 I
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Table 1.5 (continued)_
Questionnaire Summary Analysis

Question DeStriPtiOn Q06514

No.

Importance

Rank 3?"

Rating
t N.A. Rank

FrepuencY

3
Rating

N.A.

Satisfaction

Rank 1
Rating

N.A.

likk

Ridiculing; criticizing
co-workers

17 20.5 3.7 j 4 34 1.7 7 = 21.5 3.8 4

Accepting an apology 18 20;5 3.7 2 25.5 2.1 3 2.5 4.2 2

Refusing to follow .others 5 20.5 3.7 2 20.5 2.5 4 25.5 3.7 2

who behave inappro7
priately

.

-. Finding necessary infor-
matron before per-
forming a job -

4 20:5 3.7 3 7 3.0 4 32.5 3.5 4

Grumbling or complaining
about policies to
other employees

36 20.5 3.7 1 22.5 2:4 2 9.5 4,0

Ignorints inappropriate
gossip

6 25 3.6 0 16 3.2 1 0 36 3.3 0

Not maihtaihing social
distance .

32 25 3.6 8 20.5 2.5,
,

-,10 9.5 4.6 8

RoughhOUSing during work 16 25 . 3.6 8 25.5 2.1 11 21.5 3.8 8

'Giving orders without
authority to do so

26 27;5 3.5 4 29.5 2.0 4 9.5 4.0 3

' Utihg inappropriate phy-
sical gestures toward
others

23 27.5 3.4 6 33 .4.6 5 4;1

Handling riditUle;
criticism

22 27.5 3.5 4 36.5 1.5 5 16 3.9 5

Accepting friendly joking 19 29.5 3.4' 0 14 3.5 1 5::' 4.1 0

Primping on the job 34 31.5 3.3 7 29;5 2;0: -:25.5 3.7 7

Handling unfriendly
jek4nd

20 31.5 3.3 1 29.5 2.0 2 16 3.9

Friendly jokihg or kid=
ding someone else

mot remembering others'

10

29

34

34

3.1

3.1

1.

5;

8

19

4.1

2.6

1

9

21.5

9.5

3.8

4.0

'names
.

Conversing in "small talk" .7 34 3.1 2 5 4.3 1 36 3.3

Inquiring-into personal 27 36 3.0 4 33 .8 6 9:5 4.0

affairs . 7

Borrowing; money from 30 37 2.6 10 36.5 1.5 12 36 ,, 3.3

co,-workers
32
,_
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Protocols of "Mostoncern."

At the beginning of each interview, managers were asked to re-examine

the 37 social protocols on the questionnaire and identify five that were

"of most concern" to their business; The number of times that a protocol

was chosen as being "of most concern" was totaled for each of the thrde

groups of employers (food service, other service, manufacturer). Kendall's

coefficient of concordance (Siegal, 1956) yielded a correlatioy coefficient

of .57 (statistically significant at p < .05) indicating substantial agree-

ment across groups of employers in their choice of protocols of "most

concern ". In Table 1.6 tht protocols are listed in order of decreasing

frequencies (i.e., those chosen the most are listed first, etc.) with the

percentage of times an item was chosen. The percentage was calculated by

Insert Table 1.6 about here

dividing the number of times an item was chosen by 30 (the number of times

it could have been chosen) and multiplying by 100;

Employees' ability to follow instructions consistence and getting

necessary information prior to performing a job appear to be "of most

concern" to employers. In addition, protocols reflecting an individual's

ability to be a pleasant co-worker (praising, showing appreciation,

offering, to help), and protocols directly related to productivity (e.g.,

providing job-related information, responding to emergencies, having

fridnds in the area) are important to employers. At the other end of the

continuum, employers reported that protocols involving joking with co-

workers and remembering people's names were not of concern.

A second analysis was conducted that related work supervisor's
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Table 1.6

Protocols of Most Concern to Employers

. ?

Question Description

ir Question 1NUmber of
if Number 1Times_Each
if 1Procotol

¶ 1Chosen
1 1

Following instructions needing ¶ 1 ¶ 14

immediate attention if 1

1 11

Following delayed instructions '11 2 1 10

1 1

Finding necessary information 1 4 1 10

prior to performing a job 1. 1

if 1
Conversing in "small talk" I .7 if 9

1 1

Weak excuses $ 33. 1 9

1 1

Praising one another :1 9 V 7

1 11

Offering to help someone else ¶ 12 ¶ 7

1 1

Showing appreciation
;

¶ 21

1

1 7
1

Providing job-related informa- if 3 $ 6

tion to other employees 1 1

1 1

Responding to emergency situa-! if 28 1 6

tions 1 i

$ 1

Ending conversations_ at oPpro- 1 15 if 5

priate points in time 1 I

. _-

Having friends around the work
I
1 35

.1
if 5

area 1 if

t t

Complaining about company 1 36 if 5

policies to others , if IT

1 I

Ignoring inappropriate gossiping if 6 1 ''' 4

. 11 1

Using social amenities I 13 I 4

I -1

Ridiculing; criticizing others. $ 17 ¶ 4

1 1

Arguing with co-workers or $ 25 1 4

supervisor A I

I 1-
Appropriate tone OTNvoice -,1 31 4 4

1 I

Bni

34

if Percentage o? 1
¶ Times Chosen ¶

¶ 1

1 1

1 1

1 47 1

1 1

1 1

1 33 1

1 1

1 33 ¶

1 if

1 1

if 30 1

I
i I

1 '30' 1

1 if

1 23 if

1 1

1 23 if

.1 1

Sikl
23 $

1

if 20 1

if if

1 if

1 20 if

i I

if if

1 _17 if

1 1

1 1

if 17' A
I I

i 1

1 17 ¶

1 1

I 1 .

1 13 $

if if

if 13 I

I if

1 13 1

1 1

1 13 1

I I

I if

11 13 if

I if



Table 1,6 (conelnueds).

Refusing to follow others who 1 -.:8 1 /i 4 1 10 1

behave inappropriately '1 11 It I I

il I 1 1

Stopping talk and listening to 1 14 1 3 1 10 1

others , It I I ii

1

Acknowledging hearing other5 1 37 1 , 3 ,1 10 1

1 1 1 It

Referring persons to someone 1 11 2 1 7. I

else ir 1 1 1

1 I 1 1

Roughhousing during work 1 16 It 1; 7 1
::.

I 1 1: 1

Accepting friendly joking 1 19 1 2 11' 7 1

1 .11 It 1

Ignoring co-worker complaints 1 24 II 2 1 7 1

.1 1 1 if

Giving orders without authority;1 26 1 ? 1 7 1

-...4 1 1 1
Inquiring int9 personal affairs 1 27 1 2 1 7 It

1 1 1 I

Primping on the job ; 1 34 1 2 1' 7 1

.1 II t It

Apologizing ¶ 8 1 1 it 3 1

1 1 1 1

$ 22 11 1 I 3 1

. . 1 1 1 1

Using inappropriate physftal '"'- 1 23 It

4.
1 1 3 1

gestures - 1 It t i
t if 1 it

Borrowing money from co-workers 1 30 It 1 l' 3 1
11 I ii I

Social distance 1. 32 1 1 1
: 1

it 1 I I

Engaging in friendly joking or 1 10 1- 0' 1 0 It

kidding I i 1 I

I I i 1

Acceptjpg an apology 1 18 1 0 I 0 1

i i 1 1

Handling unfriendly joking 1 20 1 0 1 0 1

I I it 1

Not remembering others' names 1- 29 ¶ 0 i 0 It

1 1 IT 1

l' 1 I it

Handling riOiculecrititism
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selection of protocols "of most concern" to their ratings of those

pi-Otocols on the questionnaire The objective of the analysis was to, see

which set of ratings, (frequency; importa9ce; and satisfaction) singly or

in combination; would predict the selection of items "of most concern." A-

multiple reg'ression; step-wise analysis, procedure inOcated that a com,

bination of the dissatisfaction and importance scales were the best predic-

tors for an item to be chosen as "of most.:concern" (Multiple R 0.70; R2

0;49; p < ;05); The addition of friquency scores did not significantly

improve the predictive power (R = 0;72; RR = 0.51) of the importance and

.dissatisfaction scores.

41
Desctiption of Social Examples

In the interviews; supervisors were asked to provide specific examples

for social protocols that they chose as being of most concern in their

business. The first category of protocols for which supervisors provided

examples is information dissemination and information acceptance; A typi-

cal example of information dissemination involved a supervisor providing

instructions to an employee about the work that needed to be completed that

day. For example; one supervisor stated that she regularly checks her

laundry supplies and then sets priorities based on which items are most

depleted; The employee is then given instructions to act on those. prio,.Ne.

ties: In these'situationsi the supervisor expects all of the instructions

to be followed in the order that they are given. Sometimes an instruction

may call for a delayed_ response. One supervisor 'reported an example in

which an employee was told to increase the delivery load to a certain

account on his/her next trip which was approximately one weekaway;

At tims, supervisors place new employees with a more experienced,

employee as an apprenticeship. In these situations; supervisors expect the

BEST COPY `;'!1_ ?LE
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experienced employee to show the,new employee how tasks are performed.

However* if the new employee has some questions; supervisors expect the

employee to come to them* and not to the experienced worker. In one

example an experienced employee was to show a new employee how to mix a

cleaning solution. The experienced worker gave.erroneous instructions to

the new worker. Later, the supervisor indicated the new worker should have

asked her the correct way to mix the solution. There are some situations

in which supervisors do not provide direct training for a new task* either

because the task is difficult to train or because supervisors expect the

employee to know how to do it already; In these situations, supervisors

expect employees to ask them for correct information before performing the

task. For example; one fast food. supervisor reported that it is diffitUlt

to train for all problems that arise in ringing up orders on the-cash

register; The supervisor indicated that when employees encounter problems,

they should ask for instructions prior to completing tasks.

A second commonly cited class of protocOls were those involving pleas-

.

antness and helpfulness betWeen employees or between an employee and a

customer. The examples indicated that supervisors expect employees to be

polite to one another. This includes thanking one inother when they have

received help* or offering'to help one another when they get behind in

their works when it is busy. Supervisors felt that politeness and show-

ing appreciation are necessary for a good working atmosphere.' Supervisors'

examples indicated-that more experienced employees should help new employ-

when they are struggling with something. SuperVisors also reported
*p

that they expect employees to engage in pleasantries with customers. For

example; employees are expected to acknowledge customers:coming into their

place of business by looking up and sayibg.:J'he11610" or making eye contact

and saying "I'll be with you in kminute." The examples provided by the

37
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supervisors also indicated that they expect employees to gracefully accept

a certain amount of joking; kidding; or, criticism from the publid; This

i

seems most Critical among food service employers; In'addition; supervisors

expect employees to be able to take a certain amount of kidding from each

other. One supervisor reported; "When someone makes a Mistake; they could

get kidded about it for the rest-of the day." Supervisors also noted that

using an appropriate tone of voice while interacting with the public and'

with co-workerS is important in order to maintain a pleasant working atmos-

phere.

A third category of social protocols for which supervisors provided

examples reflected unpleasant interactions between co-Workers'or between

co-workers and their supervisors. These included such things as employees

giving orders to other employees withOut the authority to do so; employeeS

complaining about having too much work to do; or employees complaining that

others are not doing as much work. Supervisors indicated that they would

rather have employees talk to them than complain to one another. In addi-

tion; supervisors indicated that they would like employes to ignore

others' compqaints because it may leadito bad feelings among the staff.

One type of related protocol refers to the use of weak, or phoney excuses by

employees when they do not perform their work. A typical weak excuse

involves an.employee calling in the morning to report that he will not be

'coming to work for some reason, Supervisors state that this is most likely

to occur on weekends and results in other people having,tO work a-Aouble

shift. SupervisorS' .examples indicate that sometimeS;'*orkers-do not even

bother to call in when they are not going to come to work.

Another general negative category of protocols is procrastination or

Putting off work. There were several examples in which "small talk" be-

3.8
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tween co-workers resulted in customers having tq wait or production falling

behind.: For example, one supervisor indicated that' his hostess came into

work about 11:00 a.m. but tilked until about 11:30 or so. As a'result, the

restaurant didnot get'properly.set up. and could not open on time; When

employees are standing around talking and a customer comes in, the supervi-

sor expects employees to stop talking and wait on the customer. Likewise,

supervisors expect employees to keep track of break time and return to

their stations when the time is up regardlett of whether they have friends

in the area. One employer provided an example in which. employees went on

coffee breaks together. If one stayed longer than the ten minutes allowed,

the rest also stayed and continued talking.

Several examples were reported in which employees were required to

X
respond appropriately to emergency situations. Apparently,' these situa-

tions occur infrequently but require immediate action when they do occur.

V In one example, a supervisor indicated that when the restaurant gets busy,

waitresses may bump and spill hot coffee on one another. The employee who

loops
not have the coffee spilled on him should loosen the clothing of the

person who does and apply first aid immediately. In another example in a

factory situation, it was reported that a mechanicar-failure_may occur at

any time. When it does, employees must act quickly to preveift products
"1.4,

coming dovin the conveyer belt from being destroyed. If employees do not

react quickly,J.-the results may be disastrous.

there were single examples provided for other negative types of behav-

"cr:. sorh as primping on the jobipborrowing.money and roughhousing.

Primping was of concern to supervisors because customers might have to wait

.,hi1e employees fix their hair or makeup. Supervisors were concerned about

borrowing' oney because if it were not returned, it would create a loss for

either the business or the other employee; Supervisors' concern with

3g
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roughhousing was that an employee may be hurt and production time may be
>-

lost;

Analysis of Disciplinary Consequences for Socially Undes_triOle BE;haiiar'

After on -line supervisors described specific examples of social proto-

cols that were of "most concern" to them; they were asked to report the

actions that they took when those events took place repeatedly. The number

of examples cited for each:social protoColAs reported in Table 1.7 along

with the mean number of transgressions that would lead to an employee being

fired or suspended.

,
Insert Table 1:7 about here

Among those social protocols for which at least five exam p.-s were

cited; ridiculing and critizing others was reported to most rap y lead to

firing an employee (3 occasions; Failing to show appreciation for others;

failing to use social amenities and using weak or phoney excuses for inac:

quate job performance were next in number of offenses which lead to firing.

Although transgressions of the first four protocols listed in Table 1.6

take slightly longer to result in being fired; they were cited far more

frequently 6an other protocols.

There were some differences among the three employer groups in4the

mean number of offenses that precede firing an employee: manufacturers

reported firing employees after an average of 4L£3 transgressions; food

services employers after 5.2; and other service employers after 4.4. For

all groups; probation was the most commonly reported disciplinary conse-

quenCe prior to firing (manufacturers = 33% of the time; food Services = 42%

of the time and; other services = 45% of the fime). Otticr.qisclplinary

40
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Table 1;7

Trequency of_Examples of Socia; -Protocols_
Cited and Mean Time of Transgressions to Firing

1 1 It

Question Description I QUe$tibtilNumber of 11-#0f_Times__ 1

NUMber If Examples_of _I Prior to Fi0ng 1
1 1 Each Protocol 1

1 It 1 1

1 1 1 1

Following instructions needing 1< 1 1 17 1 5.2 1

immediate attention 1 If 1 1

1 11 I 1

tonversing in "small talk" 1 7 It 17 It 5:3 1
It 1 It 1

Folfowing delayed instructions 1 2 If 13 If 5;5 I

1- It 1 1

Finding necessary information I 1 _12 1 5 It

prior to performing a job It If 1 1 I

It 1 1 I

Ending conversations at appro- If 15 T 12 It 5.7 It

priate points in time 1 It It $

If 11 11 I- -

Offering to help someone else 1 12 . It 10 If 5.4 I-

1 It I I

Weak excuses if 3 if 9 1 4.2 1

1 11 If I

Complaining about company It 36 If 8 It 4.8 1

policies to other V 1' It 1

1 I 1 I

Showing appreciation It 21 I 6 If 4 1

1 I I 1

Providing job-related infOrtaz If 3 1 5 1 5.25 1

tion to others If I It 11

1 If 1 '1

Using social amenities If 13 1 5 1 4 1

1
4

I, 1

Ridiculing criticizing others 1 17 1 5 1 3 1

V 1 1 1

Refusing to follow others who 1 5 V 4 $ 4 1

behave inappropriately It It 1 1

1 If 1 If

Praising one another '.1 9 If 4 1 0 I

It 1 It 1

Responding to emergency 11 28 It 4 If 4.5 If

situations It if If 1

if It It 1

Appropriate tone of voice If 31 If 4 It 6 1

> 1
. If . 1 1

Having friends around work area I 35 If If 3.5 1

If If if 1

Ignoring inappropriate gossiping I 6 0 1 3 1 3 1
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Table 1.7 (continued)

Roughhousing during work 1 16 1 3 1 4 1

1 I 1 1

Arguing with co-workers or 1 25 1 1 6 1

supervisor 1 1 1 1

1' 1 1 1
Acknowledging hearing others 1 37 1 3 1 4 1

I II 1 1:..

Apologizing 1 8 1 2 ¶ 4 1

1 1 1 1
Friendly joking or Widding 1 10 1 2 1 0 1

co-worker ¶ 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

Stopping talk and listening to 1 14 1 2 1 4.5 1
others 1 il I I

ii 1 1 1
Accepting friendly joking 11 19 1 2 1 0 1

t t I I
Handling ridicule criticism V 22 ¶ 2 1 3 1

If 1 t t
Ignoring co-worker complaints 1 24 ¶ 2 it 4 1

I t 1 1

Primping on the job 1 34 1 2 1 6 I

t it 1 1

Referring persons to someone .elseil 11 1 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 t

Giving orders without authority 1 26 1 1 1 0 1

I v I 1
Borrowing money from co-workers 1 30 1 1 1 4 1

1 1 1 1

Accepting an apology 1 18- 1 .0 1 0 i

If 1 1 1

Handling unfriendly joking 1 20 1 0 11 0 1

t 1 1 I

Making inaopriate physical 1 23 1

gestures 1

1, 1

t ir I
I I I I

Inquiring into personal affairs 1 27 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1

Not remembering others' names 1 29 1 e i 0 I
t t t i

Social distance 1 32 ¶ 0 1 e 1
1 t ¶ t
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consequenceS are liSted i n Table 1.8.

Insert Table 1.8 about here

There were protocols for which transgressions were never reported to

lead to firing an employee; These protocols reflect pleasantry and amia-

bility between co- workers such as: offering to help co-workers* friendly

joking with co-workers* 4c. Restaurant supervisors and industrial super-

visors cited 7 and 0 different protocols respectively; for Whith transgres-

sions would not result in firing an _employee* even after many repeated

offenses. For other service employers* there were only three protocols f-t:

Whith transgressions would never result in discharging employees.

DISCUSSION

The purpose Of goal one was to identify social protocols that are

related to employability. :Thirty employers throughout the Cache yalley

Brea were asked to respond to a questionnaire'and ,were later interviewed in

order to further clarify the protocols which were "of most concern" to

them. Supervisors' responses to the questionnaire items indicated that* in

general, they considered the social protocols included on the-questionnaire

as being important in their businesses. They also indicated that they Were

satisfied with new employees in 6gard to most of the social protocols.

Their ratings on the frequency with which social protocols occurred varied

widely: Some* such as responding to emergency situations* occur

infrequently; While other4 such as followinginstrUctions, Occur several

times a day. .However, when choosing items that were "of most concern" in.

their place of business, employers tended to select protdcois that they had----J
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7 TABLE 1.8

Disciplinary ConsqUences Pr -iar to

1 Freguenct_of occurrence 1 Percentage ¶

I kior tflast response 1 1

:c.thisequnce._ 1 Manufacturers 1 4staurants ! Services 1 ManufaCt rers 1 Restaurants 1-Services 1,

) I f 1 I , f I

i ! i I. 1 1 t

Switch job location 1 , 1 1 ! 21 1 3.7 1 1.6 1'

1 1 1 1 11 1

Reduce Ho 1 1 1 1
. ! 22 1 1.6 , 1

11 1 , 1 1 1 1' 1

Apprentice 1 0 1 0 1 3 1
_

1
; 1: .5 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 '1

Re-explain 1 1 1 1 *- 1 3 1 7.4 1' 1.6 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 _ 1

Show how 1 8 1 1 1 ,1 1 - 1 3.7' ,.' 1 1.6 1

4 1 1 1 1 1

.4 .Reprimand 1 8 1 5 1 8 1 24' 1 19 1 13 , t

1 1r- 1 I el
1 1

Talk with 1 2 1.. 1 10 1 6 1 7-4 1.11 1.

1 1 1 I

1

I _ I

Check On 1 0 1 0 1 9 1 - 1 15 f

1 1 11 11 I 1

Ignore 1 0. i 0 1 0 1 1 - 1

MIIIT,RWAT0104....111.MM 1111.1",1191
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rated both as very important and as being sources of dissatisfaction with

new employees; The ratings of the frequency dimension did not correlate

highly with their choice of protocols "of most concern ". The protocol that

employers choIe most-frequently as being "of most concern" was following

instructions that need iMmediate attention. Other protocols frequently

.

cited by employers as .''Of most concern" included following delayed

instructions, obtaining necessary. information before performing a.jobi

conv'ersing in small talk, and using weak or phoney excuses.

The examplesof protocols "of most concern" provided by supervisors

indicated that they expect employees to come to themwith job-related

questions. 'Supervisors also indicated that they corlsider politeness
/

between employees'to be desirable; They also expect pleasantness to extend'

to custom&s.who come in their ptace of business; Supervisors' exaMples

'reflected that they.do not like theit employees to engage in aversive

interactions with others; After supervisprs described protocols that were

"of most concern":they reported disciplinary actions that they take, Some

protocols such as as following instructions, coverSing An .small talk, and

finding necessary information prior to,performing a job, were cited in

frequent examples. It took about five transgreSSions before an employee

was fired for those behaviors. Other protoPOis involving pleasantries

among co-workeri were frequently cited4but would never result in firing an

employee. Further, 30% to 40% of the time, probation the supervisory

action that immediately precedes firing an employee; Other frequently

cited consequences that. occur just prior to firing include reduction of

hours, talking with employees (which may include a verbal reprimand similar

to a probationary statement), and switching job locations;



Goal Two

INTRODUCTION

A naturalistic obsetvation study of handicapped and nonhandicapped

workers was undertaken as a formative step towards describing social

protocols in work settings. The purpoSe of the study was to gather

information about the social interaction patterns among people at work.

Primary areas of interest were: a) the rate and direction of initiations;

b) the participants in social interactions; c) the extent of subjects'

active participation in interactions; and; d) the general content of social

interactions;

METHODS

Subjects

Both handicapped (N=17) and nonhandicapped (N=16) individuals were

observed in two work sites. The handicapped subjects were mildly to mod-
_

erately retarded according to their employment records. They lived either

in independent living situations such as apartments or rented homes (N=11)'

or with their families (N=5) (i.e., parents, a brother or a sister). They

had been working for their present 4mployers for a mean of 4:6 years with a

range of 6 months to 18 years.

The nonhandicapped subjects either lived independently (N=13) or with

their families (N =3). They had been working for their preset employers

for a mean of 5.7 years with a range of 4 months to 17.5 years.

Settinq

Observations took place at two large businesses that specialized in

e0

refurbishing household goods. Workers performed.a variety of tasks such as
. = _

loading and unloading trucks; bench work that kept them at stationary work

stations, or pricing goods. Observations were conducted in the morning and



afternoon during both work periods and break periods; Breakobservations

took placein lounge areas whereAables and chairs were available and

employees were able to buy refreShments. Generally; all workers took their

break at the same time.

Procedure

_ *
Extensive information on social interactions during work and breakwas

gained utilizing a partial-intervalecording system (Social InteractiorLObserva-

tion System - SIOS) and a checklist .recording technique .(The Field Observa-

tion Checklist). The SIOS, a partial-interval recording system, was the

primary observation instrument (see observation sh et appendix I). The

purpose of the SIDS was to record patterns of soci 1 interaction. Of

specific interest was: a) the rate and direction of initiations; b) the

participants in social interactions and; c) the extent of subjects'

involvement in interactions. For all observatiOns; observers were equipped

with a Panasonic cassette tape- recorder' with a 15-second interval tape and

a small earplug. Codes employed in recording observations are summarized

in Table 2*1.

Insert Tablet 2.1 about here

During each interval the observer recorded verbal and physical

-initiations to and from the target subject. Participants in social

interactions were identified as co-workers; Supervisors; Others; or groups

of individuals. Continuous interactions and the target subjects' verbal

and physical participation in those interactions were noted in each

interval for the duration of the interaction. A64nteraction ended when a

six second pause occurred in the conversation; or; in the case of dyadic



TABLE 2;k.

;Social Interaction Observattohdeti

I. Initiations

V Vocal initiation or response by the target subject.

Motor initiation or respcinse by the target subject.

or 4 The interactor arrow sianifieS the direCticih.ofan initiation.
The arrow points toward the individual being initiated to

A slash indicates an initiaier to or by the taraet subject that
Was not responded to.

II; Participant5

C Co-worker

S SuPervisor

0 Other. FOr eXAMPle, a buyer; a customv; or a client.

Group interaction is Stored When two persons other than the
target subject are part of an interaction:.

III. Continuous Interactions

A horizontal arrow is used to ihdicate that an. interaction
continues into subsequent intervals.

V or T- A "V" or "T" over a horizontal arrow is sco4d once
during an Ongoing_ interaction if the taraet subject
during_that interval.

per_interval
verbalizes

IV. Context Information

0 Supervisor-presence for at least part of theinterval;

..fr Supervisor absenot for the entire interval.

flboortunity for_interaction. There is at least one person withiheimmosiop

1; feet_of the taroet subject fOr at least one second of.the
interval.

No opportunity for interkttam fdr at least 14 seconds d. ing the
ititorval.

Waitino._ The target subject is between work activities and
waiti.no for additional materials.

-44r Not waiting. The target subject is engaged in a specified work
activity.

©, ,,On-task._ The target subject is end-abed is assigned work or
-tal to the swerOsor.

oir Off-task. The target subject is not engaged in assigned work add,
opportunity for work exists.
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interactions, when the participants changed; In addition. observers

recorded. whether the supervisor was present for at least a part of the

interval and whether the's-ubject had an opportunity to interact; For all

work observations atime sampling procedure was utilized during each

interval.to record on-task behavior and whether:the target subject was

waiting for additional work materials.

Prior to beginning obServatiOns, a two-week orientation procedure was

conducted at both sites., First, potential subjects were told about the

project and asked to participate. After informed consent was obtained,

preliminary (trial) observations of eaCh,indiyidual were conducted.' These

trial observations were used withall-subjects.to allow them to accomodate

to the'observation proCess. Following each observation. observers

completed a Subject Orientation Worksheet which asked for inforpation about

employees' jobs and their' daily schedules. When a subject appeared

comfortable 'with the observati,on process; actual data collection began.

The observation proEedure':iOr4ata colleCtion was similar to the

orientation proteOre. Each worker was observed for five to ten minutes at

a time. A minimum work sample of SO minutes and a minimum break sample of

30 minutes per individual was/collected. Following each SIOS observation,

the observer completed the Field Observation Checklist.

The Field Observation CheckliSt Overlapped and supplemented the STOS.

Observations (see checklist Appendik I). The checklist was comprised of 35

LwsL,0-1, that focused on the context of interactions (Table 2;2L_ For

Insert Table about here

example, several questions referred to whether conversations were work-

related or nonwork-related. whether interactions included ,cooperation or
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TABLE 2.2

Field Observation Checklist

I. Individuals Present During the Observation

Was the Supervisor present?

Was co-worker(s) present?

II. ParVcipants_in Interattlons

mid the target subject and supervisor talk?

Did the supervisor talk to someone other than the target subject?

Did the target subject talk with a peer or co-worker?

Did the target subject tallcmith two or more co-workers?

III. nntent'of Conversations

General Content

Did the target subject talk About a work-related topic?

Did the target subject talk about a non-work-related topic?

B. ,Cooperation, Helpingo and Sharing

Did the target subject give help or work cooperatively with peers?

Did the target subject ask for help?

Did the target subject receive .hOlp?

Did the target subject refuse to help or work cooperatively?

Did the supervisor give individual help to the target subject?

Did the supervisor Ove imavidual help to someone besides the

target subject?

Criticism

Did the supervisor criticize the target subject?

Did a peer criticize the target subject?
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Table 2.2 (continued) ,

Did the target subject criticize anyone?

D. Kidding Around

Did the target subject engage in roughhousing?

Did others engage in roughhousing?

Did the target subject vertially joke or laugh?

Did others verbally joke or laugh?

E. Inappropriate Behavior

Did the target subject engage in physical behavior that.Was

grossly inappropriate?

Did others engage in physical behavior that was-grossly

inappropriate?

Did the target subject engage in bizarre verbltiehaVjor?

Did others engage in bizarre behavior?

Did the target subject interrupt a 'conversation?

Did anyone interrupt the target subject?

Did the target subject inappropriately boss or order anyone around?

Did a co-worker inappropriately boss or ordyr anyone around?

Did, the target subject throw things or destroy property?

Did others throw things or. destroy property?

Did the target subject Curse; swear; or use profane language?

Did others curse;]Sy4e4r.or use profane language?

F. Social Isolation '

If the target subject did not talk; were'Oher

Did the target subject it or stand alone while.qtherswere

sitp-notanding in groups?
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criticism either to or by the subject, and whether others interacted when

the target, subject interacted very little. . -

ObSerVers were instructed to respond to each question with one of

three responses: a) Yes; b) No; or; c) Don't know; The Observer recorded

"yes" to a question when the described situation occurred at least once

during the observation. The category "no" was recorded when the situation

did not occur any time during the observation and "don't know" was recorded

when the observer was unsure if the situation had occurred. In some cases;

a question was not applicable for a given situation. For example, if the

observer indicated the supervisor was not present; the question of

interaction between the supervisor' and subject was not applitable, Rather'

than burden the obSerVer with thneed to master a tompleicseeies of

conditional diStriMinations; the observer was instructed to :respond to each

question independently. Prior to analysis, a computer program plied a'

series of conditional discriminations (Table 2.3) to each Fie1dIVDbservation

.thetkli$t to screen out nonapplicable questions. For .example; if it was

repOrte&that the supervisor was-hot present a particular observatiOn;

then questions that pertained to the supervisor's interaction were screened

out as "Not Applicable";

Insert TabT* 2.3 about here

Training

Observers were trained in coding conventions prior to collecting data

at the work sites. For both observation_instruments; a two=phase training

process was followed. The first phase UtiliIed a videotape of work

Situations and focused on the observer learning the recording codes. The
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Conditional Question

TABLE 2.3
Field Observation Checklist
Conditional Discriminations

V Conditional Response
1 1

Was supervisor present? No 1

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 11

1

11 1

1

1 1

1 1
V

1

1 1

1 1

11

1

1 11

1

Was co- workers) present? 1 No I

1 I

1

1 11

1

1 1

1

1' 1

1

1 1 .

1

1
Y7

1 t
1 1

1

Was supervisor present? No 1

':as co-worker(s) present? 1 No I

.1 11

1

1

Did the target- subject and Yes 1

talk? I_supervisor

Did the target subject talk
1.

11 Yes -III

4.1;

With a peer or co-worker?

BFST.CUY

Not Applicable Questions

Did the target_ subject and
supervisor talk?

Did the supervisor talk to
someone other than the
target subject?

Did the supervisor
criticize the target
subject?' :

Did.the supervisor give
individual help or
instruction to the target
subject?

Did_the supervisor give
individual help to someone
beSideS the target subject?

,Did_the_target subject talk
with a peer or a co-worker?

Did the target subject talk
with two or more co-workers?

Did the target suhject dive
help or work cooperatively
with peers?

Did a peer criti
target subject?

Did a.co7Worker.inappro-
priately boss_or order
otherS around?

e the

If the target subject did
not talk, were others
talking?

Did the target subject
criticize anyone?

If the target subject did
not talk, were others
talking?



second phase; conducted in actual work environments; focused on training

observers to a criterion of at least 80% agreement in all code categories

for a minimum of ten interactions across two different co-observers.

Reliability

Interobserver reliability was assessed by a second observer who simul-

taneously; but independently; obServed and recorded the social interactions

of employees;_ Reliability' observations were conducted for approXimat4V

30% of all observations on both the sms and Field Observation Checklist

across subjects; settings; and times of day; Int&obSerVer agreement on

the SIOS was calculated for overall interactive code agreement; initi-a=

tions, duration of interaction; and contextual information. An agreement

wh defined as both observers having recorded the same code in the same

interval. Reliability coefficients for each code category were derived by

dividing agreements by agreements plus-disagreements and multiplying by

100. The mean overall code agreement for work was 82% and for break was

91%. Initiations, duration of interaction and contextual code agreements

are presented im Table 2;4;

Insert Table 2;4 here

Reliability for the f_teix11111.serstAtioiri_Chealist was calculated for

each observation by dividing the number of agreements on each checklist by

4;-eotre ts plus disagreements and multiplying the diVidend by 100. When a

question was responded to with "Don't Know" or "Not Applicable" that ques-

tion was discarded for that observation: The mean interobseriei- agreement

for work and for break was 93% for the Field Observation Cfrietklist.4
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toveeol
lAgreement

TABLE 2.4

Social Interaction Observation System

Interobserver Agreement

Interaction Codes Context CodeS

1_ _ _ _ , 'Duration of 1 Supervisor 11 Opportunif- for 11 Waiting 11 On- 1

'Initiations 'Interactions 1 Presence 1 Interactio 1 for Work I Task 1

Work
_ _ _ _

1- 1

1

1 ;82
1

1

1

.81

1

1

1

_

.85

Break 1 ;91
1

1 ;73
1

1 ;87

1 1

1 1

41 .96 1 f 5

l' 1 '

1 1

1 ,97

1 1

1 1 1

X 1 1

11 .96 1 .97 1

1 1 1
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RESULTS

Analysis of the naturalistic bservatio

of social interactions; (b) the participants 1

a. focused on: (a) the rate

ocial interactions; (c)

the direction of initiations;. (d) the extent of'active,participation in

interactions; and (e) the content of social interaction., For a few

4 individuals, the percent occurrence on one or more dependent variables in

the SIOS was either extremely high pr extremely low., Thus it was

t

t

0

determined, the most useful measures to describe the distribution of each

dependent variable (see Table 2.5 and Figures 2.1 - 2.4) were the median

and the interquartile range (the to from the 25th to the 75th

percentile of the distribution).

InSert Figures - 2.4 and Tables 2.5 - 2.6 about here

The mean proportions of "yes" responses across subjects for each

---
Field Observation Checklist questions are displayed in Table 2.6. The

percent of "yes" responses was calculated by dividing the number of "yes"

responses by the number of "yes" plus "no" responses for each subject.

Social Interactions-DurtngAiark_ 7

Rate of social interactions. Target subject had opportunity to.in-

teract for almost all work intervals in which, they were observed. Handl-

cappPd individuals interacted slightly less often than nonhandicapped

individuals; Handicapped workers interacted a median of 19% Of all _

intervals (interquartile distribution ranged from 0,11 - 0.29). This re-

sulted in a median interaction rate of 0,32 interactions per minute. For
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Figure 2.1: Box and whisker diagrams (Tokey, 977) showing the rate of interaction for handicappec[ (H) and

nonhandicappd (NH) subjects duri g work and during breaks. The ends of the boxes mark the 25th

and 75th percentiles. The horiz ntal line inside the box -marks the median. The small vertical

lines (whiskers, extend to boxes that.mark the extreme values. The whiskers that intersect

the hurizetltal lines signify the 5th percentile and the 95th percentiles,
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Figure 2.2: Box and whisker diagrams (Tukey, 1977) showing dyadic and group interactions of
handicapped (H) and nonhandicapped (NH) subjects during work and during breaks.
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TABLE 2.5
-; _ _ _ _Social Interaction_

Median Proportion and Interduertile-kanoe

Handicapped Nonhandicapped Handicipped Nonhandicapped
Subjects Subjects Subjects Subjects

Work Work Break Break

Intervals with Interaction

Initiations/Minute

Intervals/Interaction

Continuing Interactions

Intervals of Dyadic Interaction

Group Interactions

Intervals of Group Interaction

Target Subject Initiations

.

Co-Worker Initiations

Supervisor Initiations

Initiations with the Target - Subject
. and a Co-Worker

A Initiations with the Target Subject
I and:a Supervisor

Active Ptrtitipation by the Target
Subject

Intervals of Active Participation
by the Target Subject

rntervals of Active Participation
by the Target Subject in groups

Initiations by the
not responded to

Target' Subject

Initiations to the Target Subject
not responded to

Intervals with the Supe'rvisor
Present

A

Intervals with 0pportunity for
Anteraction

Intervals Where the Target Subject
was On7Task

0.19
0.11 - 0.29

0.32
0.21 - 0.52

1.84
1.57 - 2.11

0:65 --

0:59 - 0.76

_0.22
0;15 - 0;54

0.38
0.20 - 0.49

2.42
1.99 - 3.35

0.68_ --

0.60 - 0.82

0.35
0.23 - 0.56

0.40
0.24 - 0.48

3.78
2.79 - 4.66

0.74
0.65 - 0.85

0.78 0.78 0.62
0.68 - 0.86 'I 0.60 - 0.91 I 0.37 - 0.76

0.16 0.17 0.28
0.12 = 0.24 I

0.07 = 0.28 I 0.21 = 0.38

0.21 0.23
0.15 - 0.31 0.08 = 0.39 0.2r50.45

0.46 0.49 0.52
0.36 - 0.53 0.9 = 0.67 0.34 = 0.65

,,

0.38 0.44
0.30 - 0.56. - 0.27 - 0.57 0.4'110.62

0.05 0.04 o

o.o - 0.09 0.0 - 0.06 0.0 = 0.06

_0.95 0.93 0.98
0.76 - 1.00 0.83 = LOD 0.84 = 1.00

0.05
*- o.o o

0.0 0.23 0.0 = 14 0.0 - 0.16

_0.85 0.87 0.83
0.78 = 0.92 0.82 = 0.95 0.77 = 0.93

1.60
1.32 - 1.82

0.75
0.53 - 0.93

0.15
0.0 - 0.27

1.96 2.96
1.51 - 2.96 2.01 - 3.82

0.81 0.73
0.64 - 0.93 0.52 ,0.87

0.09 :6.12

0.0 - 0.22 0.-0, 0.17

0.07
0.0 - 0.20 I 0.0 - 0.08

0.34 I 0.26
0.20 - 0.56 I 0.12 - 0.42

1.0C 1.00
0.99 - 1.00 j 0.99 - 1.00

1.00
I 1.00

0.95 - 1.00 I 0.99 -x1.00
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0;45
0.29. - 0;87

0.48
0;29 - 0;56

4.48
3;20 - 5:55

0.82
0.71 - o.ep

063
0.40 - 0.75

0.28
0.15 - 0.40

0.36,
0.25 = 0.59

0.56
0.42 - 0.59

0.44
0.30 = 0.57

0
-0.0 = 0.05

1.0
0.92 - 1.00

0
0.0 = 0.08'

0.93

0.82 - 0.95

3.57
2.80 - 5.31

0.91
0.85 - 0.92

0.0
.0.0 - 0.19

0.0 0.0
0.0 - 0,17 0.0 - 0.11

10
0.34 0.18

0.06 - 0.40' 0.01 - 0.68

1.00
0.99 - 1.00

1.00
0.99'- 1.00



_Question

TABLE 26
Field Observation Checklist Data

Mean Proportion of "Yes" Responses_

Handi- 'Nonhandi= Hindi= Nonhandi-

capped__ coped tapped

Subjects Subjects Subjects
capped

Work ---Weirk---Ere_a_k_fireak_
Vas supervisor present? V 063 i 0.bb i 0.55 c- 0.49 Is

)7 V V _ 1 - T V

i

Was co-worker(s) present? '; 0.96 1 _0.96 1 0.96 V 1.0 1

T 1 T I I

Did the target subject and supervisor talk? % 045 V 0;41 1 0.38 1 0.49
.

I

1 I I V

'Did the _supervisor talk to someone other than % 0.81 V 0.78 V 0.90 1.. 0.83 I

the target subject? 4.! I I 1 V

T V

Did the target subject talk with a peer or T 0.79 1 0.82 5 0.81 I,,.. 0.96 1

co-worker? v V 1 1 v

1 5 5 I I

Did the target tuoje4 talk with tio or V 0.58 V 0.56 1 0.67 % 0.76 I

more co-workers? V V I 1 I

V 1 % . I

'Did the target subject talk about a work- 1 0.86. V 0.87 Ar- 0.34 : 1 0.45 1
..-

*related topic? . I 1 1 .:,i .:-..f 1 I

1 Vs 1 V I

Did the target subject talk about a non- T 0,28 V 0.33 I 0.75 1 0.96 1

work-related subject? V 1 1 :
; 1 ...1

1 I I I fl

Did the target subject give help or work V 0;78 1 078 1 0.38 1 0.50 1

cooperatively with peers? I . 1 I I I

, v I

Did the target subject ask for help? V 0;01 : I 0.15 1 0.0 I 0.07 V

V 1 I I V

Did the target subject receive help? 1 0.24 1 9.22 il 0.02 1 0.08 I

V 1 1 I 1 .

Did the target subject refuse to help or $ 0.02 1 0.02 1 0,0 % 0.02 1

work cooperatively? I 1 .
. I i 1-

. . .L. V
,

.1 1 I

;
Did the superv4sor_give individual help to 1 0.32 V 0.24 I 0.0 1 0.0 I

the target subject? I i I V i
, . 1 i i 1

Did the supervisor give individuaLhelp-to , I ".-. 0.41. ::1- 0-31,., A_ 0.04 1 0;0 1

someone besides the target soojiorr. -:-, 1 ;_:.--":Y.. Al: .!:41; . : 1 I,11 i : 1

Diu the supervisor crititizt"t e target subject? 1 '0...05-,' '10:44',Ii'%.0.13 .. 1 0:0 1

.. v -"-lp-- '-- -i-.',f, .. v

I -9,0s, 5 0 . i .51. ...stri:.,.,- 1. -,04 I7Did a peer criticize the target-subjeCO:
. .,. .1 , .

,.

Did the target subject Criticize a I /b;-0 V 0.01

: _ v : v

-)id the target -subject engage in roughhousing? V. 0.0:_'1 0.01.

in:, -V

)id OtiwrS engage in roughhousing? t o.ol T 0.01

V _ I

Did the target subject verbally joke or laugh? V 0.17 T 0;40

V _ ;I

Did others verbally joke or laugh? T. 0.15 T 0.40

, 4
k' 1. : T

If the target subject did not talk, were % 0.33 ¶ 0.18

others talking? ,
T T

.
1

Did-the target subject sit or stand _alone : T 0.05. V 0.05

while Others iiere sitting or standing in groups? V T.

-60a. 66

1 : .. r . . ; ffy. ''
1 "ii-,b :.. 1 .0.0

T 1

T 4.03 T 0,0

.T 0.0 V 0.02

V $

f 0.40 1 0.54

V T
T .T,D.50 1 0,60

1 T
T 1;0 T 1.0

1 V
/ $

V 0.10 ¶ 0.15

V T



each apiSode handiCapped workers interacted a median of 1;84 intervals;

In addition, within an episode; participants generally spoke more than

once. A median of 65% of all interactions continued beyond the initial

reciprocated respqne for handicapped workers; (interquartile distribution

0;59 - 0;76); In contrait;interactions of nonhandicapped workers had:a

slightly higher mediaw(0;38 interactions per minute): rpteraction occur-

red in 22% of all ihtervals with opportunity for interaction (interquartil

diStribUtion = 0.15 = 0:54). They lasted a median of. 2.42 intervals and a

median of 68%. of all interactions continued beyond :a single speaking turn_

:for each participant ( interquartile distribution . b.60 = 0.80).

Participants in social int,eractiOnS. 'Co- workers were present almost

a1 1 the time when both handicapped and nonhandicapped workers were

observed (T = 96% of all checklist obseryaticins); Thus; most social

interactions observed were between the target subjects and their co-workers
e 44P

(X 95%). Approximately,75% of the time, target subjects talked to at

least one co=worker (handicapped 7Ity- 79%; nonhandicapped 3E = 76%) during an

observation. Approximately 70% of the time; the target subject talked with

two or more-co-workers during an observation; These interactions were

primarily dyadic (median = 0;78) for both handicappedand nonhandicapped

subjects;

The supervisor was preiint for at least a part of 56% of all checklist

observations with handicapped workers and 68% of all observation with

nonhandicapped workers. When supervisors were present; they interacted

with target subjects less than half the time (handicapped7 = 30%; and

nonhandicapped X = '23%, of subje4s). Further, there were relatively few

.Initiations between target subjects and supervisors --(handicapped median =

0.12; nonhandicapped nkdian..=. 0;10);

DArection_of initiationsE0Nonhandicapped target subjects initiates
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interactions (median = 0.49; interquartile range 0.28) slightly more

often than handicapped subjects (median .0,46; ioterquartile range .

0.17). Similarly; co-workers initiated to nonhandicapped subjects (median

= 0.44; interquartile range ..0;22) more often than they initiated to

handicapped subjects (median = 0.38; interquartile ranges 0.26). Although

supervisors.initiated at a low rate; the interquartile range for initia-

tions toJiandicapped workers (0.19) was higher than for nonhandicapped

workerS (0.09). Analysis of the distribution of superviSor initiations;

indicates 41% of all handicapped 'individuals 'were outside the interquartile

range for nonhandicapped workers.
.

When either handicapped or. nonhandicapped subjecfs.initiated,an

interactiothe co7worker,prsuper4isor:generally responded. Likewise,

when either handicapped or nonhandicapped subjects-were initiated to; they

generally responded; Mowever; there were c es when the co-worker;

supervisor or target'subject did not resOon id an initiation. ThS

occurred more often "when handicapped individuals- initiated (median 0;15*
*

, .

. , ,

intgrquartile rangee. _0;27) than. when nonhandicapped individuals initiated

(median,,.-A1.09;: )n-* rtllg range = 0;22); Similarlyiihandicapped
. _ -

workers:dfd not respond to initiations (median =.07; interquartile range
6

= 0.20) slightly more-often than nonhandicapped workers (median = 0;

interquarti le range = 0.08).

Handicapped and.npnhandicapped workers' active.participation in social

Interactions. To determine the degree of handicapped and nonhandicapped

ubjeci.s''invOvement in social interactions, observers recorded the

occurrence of a subject's physical or verbal interaction in each interval.

Participation was almost always conversational rather than physcial. Both

handicapped and nonhandi :apped subjects were active partictPants in both
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dyadic and groujnteractiont. Nonhandicapped d-workersi in general, were

slightly more active interactors than handicapped workers. Nonhandicapped

workers were active participants for approximately 87% of the intervals in

which they. interacted (interquartile range = 0.13). Thus, for each

interaction, nonhandicapped workers actively participated for a median of

1.96.intervals of the. tnteraction (interquartile range = 1;47). In

contrast* handicapped workers were active participants for approximately

85% (interquartile range = 0.14) of the intervals in which they

interacted. Nandicappeeindividuals interacted. for a median of 1.60

intervals of the interactionjinterwrtile range =, 110:5);

In group interactions, there was greater variation among individuals

in the extent of active participation (handicapped = 0.40 intervals/6

interaction; and horihandicapped = 0.64 intervals/ interaction) than in the

extent'of active, participation in both dyadic and group interactions

combined.(intsrquartile range = 0.14- intervals/interaction). In addition,

one handicapPed and one nonhandicapped individual did not interact at all

in interactions that involved groups 'of people. Thus, when -interactions.

have more than two individuals, one person'may not be required or have the.

opportunity to interact as frequently as when thetnteraction is dya

Content of socialinterActiohs. DUring most observations the.

'conversations included some work.4elated information (reference to jokv_or _

v.

objects within the work environment) with both handicapped CZ = 86%) and

nonhandicapped subjects (T. = 87%). In a smaller proportion of observa,
_ .

Lions,_convers.ations: include4 non-work-related information (handicapped 1r=

28%; nonhandicapped r = 33%); :Workers beitryrobserved were almost never

0

Yff-task. Interactions generallyk:pjace,ipthe context of helping or

working cooperatively with co-worWV078%O. 80th'handicapped and

nonhandicapped workers CT= 15%) seldoM'requested additional help from co-

63
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4orkers (handicapped T = 1%; nonhandicapped T = 15%) and almost never

refused to help .a co-worker (1 = 2%).

Supervisors helped handicapped workers (r = 32%) more often than

nonhandicapped workers = 24%). In additiono supervisors helped those

working in the same area as handicapped workers (X = 41%) more often than

those working in the same area as. nOnhandicapped workers =-31%).

Supervisors and co-workers seldom ctipzed the target subject and the

target subject almost never critized others; No individuals engaged in

inappropriate physical behaviors Sqch as ,1 2pwing objects or inappropriate
,- .

verbal behaviors, such as cu0ArA the target subSeCts:nother_-
.' :!,,t --2,c--

employees bossed others withOut horxty. Finaly; nonhandaced'i46rs
ti

kidded and joked 40%) more en'Ahan handitsappeeifOrkerk. .= 17%).

In summary, Auring WOrknorillindiOppecl, Subj-44,4iiieacteifsligiitly

more often than handicapped'subjeCts. The conversations .61.4both handicap-
_

ped and nonhandicapped workers continue0. beyond-single exchanges. The

majority of social nni.tiations involved target subjects and their co-
.

-
woqers; supervitory initiations were relatively

_

supervisors4id initiate, they initiated at a higher rate to a greater pro=

equent. ftowever, when

portion of handicapped workers than to nonhandicapped workers. Both.handi-

capped and nonhandicapped subjects actively participated in Interaction.

Interactions generally involved work-related topics and took place in the

f:ontex,t Of .working cooperatively with co-workers; Nonhandicapped indivi-

duals joked and kidded more often than handicapped individuals; Finally;

!ittle or no inappropriate behavior occurred;

Snria) Interactions,fluring Rreak

Rate of social interactions. The social interaction pattern d404ng

break observations was similar to the interaction pattern observed in work

BEST COPY
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observations. During breaksi,..;t4rpt subjects had opportunity to interact

in "almost all infervals,in which they were observed during break.

Nonhandicapped employees interacted more often than handicapped employees

(handicapped median = 0.35; interquartile distribution = 0.23 - 0.56;

nonhandicapped median = 0.454 interquartile distribution = 0.29 - 0;87);

The median ihterattion rate for nonhandicapped ,individuals was 0.48
4-,

initiWions per minute (interquartile distribution = 0.29 - 0.56).

Episodes lasted a-median of 4.48 fifteen-second intervals (interquartile

distribution = 3.20 5.55) and a median of. 82% of all interactions

continued beyond the initial reciprocated respoe (interquartile

distribution = 0.71 - 0:88). Handicapped employees.interacted at a lower

rate of 0.40 initiations per minute (interquartile distribution =;0.24

0.48). Episodes lasted a Median of 3.78-intervals and a median of 74% of

all interactions continued beyond a single speakingiturn for each

participant (interquartile distribution = 0.65 0.85).

Participants in social interaction. During breaks; co- works were

present alm9st all the time when subjects were-observed (handicapped 96%;

00handicapped X = 100%). ,Almost all interactions were between tirget

subjectS and their co-workers (R = 92%);) Nonhandicapped subjects

interacted more during. breaks than handicapped subjects. NonhandiCapped

subjects talked with at least one co-worker; a mean of 86% of

the time; and with two or more co- workers 76 % -of the time. In coiltati,;,

handicapped subjects interacted with at least one co-worker 81% of the time

and Nith two or more co-workers 67% of the time. Both handicapped and

nonhandicapped workers engaged in fewer dyadic interactions during breaks

Ahandicapped Median = 0.62; nonhandicapped median = 0.63') than during work

(median = 0.78). Conversely; they engaged in more group interactions
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during- break s (median = 0.28) than during work (median = 0.16).

The supervisor was present during break obgervations approximately 50%

of the time (handicapped = 55%; nonhandicapped = 49%). -When

supervisors were present, they interacted less than half the time with

target subjects. Interactions occurred more often with nonhandicap-

ped subjects (T = 49%) than with handicapped subjects cr 38%). Almost

initiations occurred between target subjects and supervisors during breaks

d median = 0.01; interquartile distribution = 0 - 0.16; non-

d median = 0.01; interquartile distribution = 0 - 0.08). Thus,

pervispry interactions during breaks occurred with groups of people.

on of,-initiations. -Nonhandicapped subjects initiated

interactionsTian 0.56; interquartile range = 0.17) more Often ,than

handicapped subje .1Anft= 0t52; interquartile range, =

. ,
fo the interactign pattern during work, co-workers initiated to

nonhandicapped subjects (median = 0.43; interquartile range = 0.27)

sligaly more often than'they initiated to handicapped subjects (median =

0.41; interquartile range =

When either handicapped or nonhandicapped subjects initiated an inter-
_

Similar

action the co-worker generally respondpd. Likewise, when co-workers in-

itiated to 'the target subject, the target subject generally responded. In

those few cases when subjects' initiations were not responded to. handicap.-

ped subjects' initiations (median = 0.11; interquartile range = 0.17) were

sponded to mOre.oftenAham.Iionhandicapped subjects' initiations

(median - 0.01; interquartile range 0.15). Conversely, when subjects were

initiated to by a co-worker, more handicapped subjects (interquartile range

- 0.17) than nonhandicapped subjects (interquartile range = 0.11) din not

respond;

If .1111'S 111 1111111111 .11'1 participation in.sactal
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orfferacticin. Both handicapped and nonhandicapped subjects were active

participants7in social interactions. Similar to subjects' active

prticipation during work; active participation. during breaks was almost

always conversational rather than physical. Nonhandicapped subjects; in

general; were more active.participants,thanhandicapped subjects

(handicapped median = 0.83; interquartile 'range = 0.16; nonhandicapped

a..

median = interquarile.range =: 0.13). for each. bra interaction,

Aonhandicapped individuals actively participated for a median of 157.

intervals (interquartile range = 2.51) and handicapped:individuals were

active participants for a median of'2.96 intervals (interquartile range =

1.81). In group. interactions; nonhandicapped subjects were more active

than handicapped subjects (handicapped median = 0.73; interquartile range =

nonhandicapped Inedian = 0.91; interquartile range = 0.07). The

,-

'Ili
-
er-M:14rtile range -forhandicapped individuals was five times that of

n69114rdicapped variabt)ity
,,

ldicating greater variab among handicapped

pi
(

div Hia.' fictive parti ipition in group interactions.

fontent-nf-littialTOrteractions. During most obtervations; handicapped

and- nonhandicapped workers' conversations were primarily nonwork-related.

Nonhandicapped subjects discussed both nonwork-telateetivics (r = 96%)

.and work-related topics (r = 45%) more often than handicapped subjects
.

(work-related = 75%;--non-work-related X = 34%).

.

Interactions general- y took place ih the context"of taking refresh-

-lents and relaxing. There wer fewer situations during breaks than during

: .

Bork where the target subject gaVe help or worked cooperativelyiWith'a co-

* , 41 ;

ivorker"(handicapped 38%; nonhandicapped '2. = 50 %). In those few situa-

tions when help:was.request6d; the target subjeq4e%ir reftited the request.

Super/visors almost never offered'help tp'target:s.. ec s or afters.

BEST COPY 1:ty,::,..rt
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during breaks. Neither supervisors nor'co-workers criticized the target

subject and the target subject never criticized others;

More kidding and joking took place du0 O'reaks than during work;

Again; nonhandicapped workers kiddediand=lblied- (X ='54%). more often than

handicapped workers (K = 40%). Neither the target subject nor other,

employees bossed others without authority nor engaged in any inappropriate

behaviors. Occasionally subjects did not.interact with others during

breaks (handicapped -7 = 10%;' nohhandicapped-1 = In those situatiws,

there were usually other indiViduals in the area who were interacting:!

In summary the:interaction pattern during breaks was similar.to the

interaction pattern during wofk. Nonhandicapped subjects interacted more
ti

often, than handicapped sUbjects. Both'handicapped and nonhandicapped sdb-

jects interacted more during breaks than during work, In generali

conversations lasted longer during breaks than-during work and

nonhandicapped individuals engaged in conversations longer than handicapped

individuals: Almost all initiations involved target subjects and thOr

workers. Supervisors almost never initiated conversations; although there

were participants in some group interactions. Both handicapped and

nonhandfcapped- subjects were active participants in both dyadic and group

interactions. Nonhandicapped individuals were more active in group

interaction than handicapped individuals,. The content of conversations

generally focused on nonwork - related topics. Nonhandicapped subjects

,i'.iaged in nonwork-related,discussions and. wOrk;-related discussions more

3ften than handicapped workers Finally; nonhandicapped subjects joked and

kidded more often than handicapped subjects and more Joking and kidding

took place during breaks than during work.

DISCUSSION
v. -

The descriptive data from the naturalistic observation study suggests
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a broad social interaction pattern exists amori successful employees; Both

handicapped and nonhandicapped individuals observed were steady employees

. whei, for the most part; lived independently; Their general social patterns

were characterized by interactions that principally involved co-Workers and

usually extended beyond an initial reciprocated response. Some differences

were noted between handicapped and nonhandicapped individualsiovhich;

although small; were consistent across a variety of dependent variables.

.

The general rate of social initiations, the tion of social

interactions; and the extent of active participa n was less for

handicapped than for nonhandicapped employees.

The general pattern of interaction during breaks was different than

the pattern during work in,several respects. Supervisors almost never

initiated interaction during breaks. Interactions during breaks were.more

frequent and lasted longer than those during work. In group interactions,
Ok

nonhandicapped individuals were generally more active participants during'

breaks than they were during work; 4n addition; general content. data

suggests individuals may need to be able to carry on conversations about

nonwor related as well as-work-related topics. It is possible that a

different repertoire of social skills is necessary for individuals during
t

work than that which is required during.breaks. Further research is

.1*essaryto identify social repertoires among employees in different work

-cettinns and to identify which repertoires are most important to Work'

k
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Goal Three
4 H

The purpose of Goal Three was to assess the relationship between

oi:ietved social interaction patterns ofJlaiidicaPPed youth in work settings

and selected employment incidents as documented by employment-officers'

,contact reports. Goal Three:was.notaccomplished as 'stated, but the inves-

tigatOrs believe its -intent was achieved. When the proposal was written,

the authors had reason to believe that incident reports were a viable source

of fnforMation: Once the project was underway, it became apparehtthat the

use of incident reports was questionable for two reasons. -

First, little time of the staff of the vocationaOtraining centers t-in

this area is assigned to the monitoring of work placements; and second,'

recording of incidents occuring at work placement sites lacked any

discernible consistency either In frequency or,in procedure. For that

reatOniHncident or contact reports were not auseful'supportive'sburce of

information to determine whiof the SociaL protocols observed through the

natural4stic Sady would be of most concern or importance to employers;

In the interestsof obtaining informatiOn related,to the intent of

Goal Three, the activities of Goal One? were expanded and upgraded to the

extent that both a questionnaire'andi aninterView study were completed.

On-line supervisors of employees in npntkilledpositions were thOten to

participate because these 'iLypes'of.P.ositiOns'cbulti potentially be filled 4

hlndicapped persons. In -some respects, diPkAy asking work supervisors to

li,scribe specific examples of social. sipations that are,of concern to them
AP

.
provide a.,-,m ore substantive base upon which to detei-mine social requitie;

Ments of work than would examination 01-work placement repOrts, even i'f-

.they had been sufficiently cdutistent. -The procedures and the results of
): .1 4

;

oth'e-eMployer interviews are reported in the section entitled Goal One

aPr

%

:,ke0(1.1 p41:
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beCause they are examined in relation to results of 'the oueitjonnaire study.:

in that section.
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Goal Four

The purpose of Goal 4 was to integrate the informationgathered in the

preceding research-to arrive at a list_and a description of social proto-

cols that are important in employment. The process-for reducing the litt

to the most important!social protocols was as follows: Firsti each ques-

tiOnnaire item on the survey was characterized as_either positive or nega-

tive. Positive social protocols are things employees shouldido to perform

satisfactorily on the j gative protocols refer to things employees

should not do (such as ridiculing and threatening). The composite that is

presented below includes the top ten positive sOciarprotocols and the top

five negative ones. The next step in the integ4tion process was to rank .

order each questionnaire item by the mean rating it received in the survey.
t

Next; questionnaire, items Were ran6 Wrdered based on the frequency iitb

9

which they were selected as of "most concern" by managers in the interview.

process; Fourth; information gained in the final part. of the interviews
1 . _

allowed survey items to be rank ordered in terms of the mean nuMber of
.

transgressions that would lead to being fired or suspended. Those three

lists were comparedto one another.( Items that appeared on all three lists ."

pri at least: two of the Three lists are included in the top ten p sltive

social prsatocols and the top five negative social protwols that follow.

Table 4.1 presents a list of positive. and negative social protocols

Insert Table 4.1 about here

With their associated data'on the ratings of importance and "most concern"

and the number of offenses that would lead to firing or suspension. It may

be seen that; amongthe positive protocolli-seven were high priority

on all three lists-. Three of the ,items (ending ionversation at appropriate

72
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-.;-,. 1-.E.,-- Table 4.1
. .

'C'

EthOloyer Ratings of PositiVe and
Negative 5drcial, Protocols

nr rat- % of -nr4 of u

Iing_of times lof- ition-
11mPOr- chosen Ifenses ,airm I

Itance as most itp fire tiltem I

I concernlor sus- lUo.

Lb Pend il I

I

,

4.4

Positive Protocols

ques-
tiOn-
&Ire
item
No.

Title

Following Instructions
(immediate)

Neoative Protocols

7 IF011pwino- Instructions
(delayed)

2A )Joh- related Emeroencies

(- 4

12 Offering to help jJ

co-wurkers

47%

33%

4:2 '701

e

'4.1 IS.23Y

Title
_tX

lino of !time' 10f-
I'mpor- !chosen ifenses
itance Ias of rto flee

Imott jOr suS-
leonarnIpend

S.2

jr
11 lino Weak; ohonty

',excuses

4:1 ;Inv

.

5:5 1 2 nrtutno with_co-workers 4.0 11Y 6.0

v- s,:nnrvtsor

4:5 3' ',wino a friends around 4.0 17% I
3.5

vrork

5,4 A rrblina about omen!"
' .c ies

13 Usina social amenities 4.1 '13% 4.0

17% 4.8

17 'RseitUliiig; Threatening:1 13% 4.11

end
t

15 End conve cation at ap- I 4.1 I

Propriate points in time

4 Getting necessary infor- I I 33%.

Illation for new task,

3 Providing Job I. 3.9
Related Information -

.9. Pratting Co-Workers

s.n

5.3

-,--v
3.9

21 Expressino Abpee-
ciatiOn .

3.0

23%

21% CO

31 APoropriate_Tone__
and Level of Voice

3.0 11%

Ibe
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points in time; following :delayed instructionsi.and getting necessary

informatiOn'before performihg a "new task) were top priorities on two of the

4°-
three. 1L11 th4negative social protocols were top priorityjn,all three

Of the measures. It should also. be noted that; tn.general; transgressions

within thetlaSS ofinegative-social,protoeols lead more .rapidly to firing.-

or suspension than tranaressions within most of-the positive social proto.

cols.

The direct observation studles.(Goal 2) corroborated the top items on
,

the social protocol list and provided additional information 'about the

antecedent events; the espop5e variations; and the settings in which they

occur; The direct observatlon data also provide&sPecificinformatioh
I.

about the parameters within which social interaction occurs on thejoh;

Next;-Aescriptions of social protocols are provided; The positive
,

social protocols are provided first; followed by the negative social proto-

.cols The description of each protocbl includes thetitleiia: briefdes-
. .

cript kOf the responses in question; an indication of the setting and

edenti VentS.in which the responses occur, and a few .additional

each as pessary.

YIP

Social Protocols

Table 4.2 lists the social protocols within a matrix that.describeythe

circumstances in which they occur. These include response ,variations',

Insert Table 4.2 about here

P

settings; actors, and response formats;

8

Positive Protocols

1
'Number 1. Following instructions:

74

;There are two categories of fOl=

r.
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Table 4.2
2uijia4 Protocol Matrix

Jo

Response Category.

Response
- Vitiation .tettino i_

414
Actors

Response
Format

Re=___Ithiti-
spondslates

To

Mork Rreil

A Positive Protocols
Ia. Followino immediate

rnstruct)ons X f X X

I.

Ca-I0thers
worker!visor

Dy,ff i Grouo
Comment

X

Teedi,"Respondine to" befOre__
'initiating," _HigheSt_ranXing

X X ProtoC61 across measures

lh. FolloWi'he Delayed
instructions x X X

"Responding to should
X X' precede "initiating"

2: Respondino to Joh
Related Emergencies

Nferino to 1410

A, using social AmenilIPS

5: Ene_Conyersation_at x
I

v.,.
appropriate times .

6. Getting necesary infor. X

oration for a new tisk

7 PrOViding :16b-r6leted

information to other's

R. Praising Co-Workers
Workers

R. EXOretsing Appreciation

10. Appropriate fone a
joudne of voice

x

x

-A

X

x

NA

X X "Gettino help" may be the
best oeneric response to
teach

X

10.0it tOmmOrly CO-worker;
but_could_be others
on occasion

Local culture°.may dictate.,
soecific topooritihical
variations

runnino on Without pause
is the most common prohlemr

This prOtbc01 _serves. Fn lieu
of waiting inoefinitely_to
be told or_doing-something
wrongly

The Ability to class lone in-
formation was of consistent .

importance across employers.

These are most freoeuntly
applicahle with coworkers
in dyads but may also he
appropriate with super.,
001,5,

B. Negative Protocols
1. Using Weak Excuses

?.. Arguing

3. 1,r,^, Friends Around

X X

4. Grwmblino About Company X I X

Policies

'6 C. Ridiculing. Tbreatenidgl

BEST C(1)(

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

x

X

X

X
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lowing instructions. One refers to instructions that require an/immediate

response and the other refers to instructions that require a response after'

a delay. The observational reseai-Ch suggested that this protocol occurs

primarileidutIWOrk periods rather than at break. Further, it was found.
44r

that bQp supervisoriA and :co-workers might be the source Of instructions.

Indeed; in normal work situations; supervisory Presence was limited. Fre-

fluently an experienced co-worker functioned as a stervisor; at least in

some limited ways. In many jobs; a worker needs toe able to initiate

instructions with other co-workers as well as followAhem. '',Moreaver;

instructions can occur In a dyadic or in a grodp situation; although the

dyadic format was more common in our observations: The importance of

following instructions seems to be generic. This protocol was consistently.

rated the highest among all typq of employers.
. ,-

ItunAer_a._R_esto_o_ndinV.o4ob-related_emer.qencies: -11.1is repertoire

includes a broad range of potential responses. In some cases, employers

were referring to accidents or 'injuries such as broken bones,,heart at- ..

taCkS; ,ett. In other cases they were referring to emergencies such as '

broken plumbing or equipment. In any case, the employe would be expected

to identify the situation as an.--emergency ancrinitiat some series of-

responses. to ,appropriately deal with it These emergencies can happen when

an individual is at work or on b-reak. jt may involve any category of other.-

people e.g.,(l co-workers; customers) and it may occur in a dyadic,or in-a
,tk

group situatfon. is not possible to anticipate.. all the,.variety

t
emergencies 'that coud irise in-the array of @imployers_that we

surveyed. Thus; lor:ptirposes:bf training; the most feasible -alternative

AightThe to teach potential employees to seek- help at to call any unusual

situations to fheattention of a supervisor dr a trusted co,vorker.
;,,t1

p,

&amber 3. Offerin9 to nglp: categOry includes NIS, offers made

BEST WY A::: ,
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bya'WOrker to help Angthen,i7rOker or a supervisor in the course of getting.

some job accomplished; Employees need tube able to respond appropriately

to others' Offers to help as- to.ktip When to.jnitiate offers

themselves; Although this:ould happOaUring breaks* it is more frequent

and more important during the work periods. The observational research

suggested that offering to help is more frequent among coworkers although

it could happen with:a-supervisor also. LikeWise* offers to help are

likely to be,,More frequent in dyadic',thari in groupg situations.

Mather 4. Using social = alnen-i-t -i -es: Use of social amenitihiincludes
, .

responses such :74s Ol'ease;.J6ank you; excuseirei you're welcome; and their

common v a at io Our observations suggested that employees need to appro=

'priately respond to eese amenities as wail as to initiate them. The use

of social amenities-is expected protocol:both during work and break, and
_ V

with all categorjespf other employees; Likewise* their use is- expected

both in dyadic and in group formats. There are some differences in form'

.thatsocialainerlits takeacross various types of employers and, even
*

more; among local cultures.- Thus* local situations must dictatethe speci-

fit topographical.variations that areJaught to handicapped employment

trainees.
,

Number 5. Ending conversations at .BA OS . - OS A II'

J

64Th e ''

definition of this responseirefers.to keeping conversations Appropriately
-,

: o ,

V,.

4

limited in time an it refers' ter giving other people dn opportunity to- .40
-1

talk.- The observational data collected under Objective 2 suggested that
7 __-

juraLlpn Df:an ante during work time_was 38 tetoilds with an interciliar

t
tile. range from 30 to 60 seconds;, It also.suggested tharycis,t conversa

tions continue beyond one reciprocation. Ending conv-erkat

priate times is applicableto both work and br ak situes as -well as to:

BEST COPY tit.:114511



all categories of actors and responseformats; -Alailure to end conver

tionszppropriateliduring work ti.-A'ks may; in, some;circemstancesi:be taken

as. procrastination.

Number 6,

This category.of respon4s calls for an employee to discriminate. that

facing a new task and doesn't have adequate information to perform it
. .

correctly.- The nature of thetask:ia.coursei tRuld vary, acrolS

.

and jobs. In theace of this situation; the e Ooyee. is.
i

YI

initiate some inquiry to either a co-workerso:a-, superviso

.,

: ._,,, , 4

necessary informationi and then to proceed totb:1 tSIC. This protocol

applicaple to work rather than to bLak times andoi;sjota results in a

he 5

dyadic interaction. The failure to demonstrate this r °ire may result

in an emploYee who waits indefinitely to be told what to do or may result
.

. _ ,

.

in an employe'e'doing somethi ng the wrong way;
-

, -t

NuMber_7_;_-_P_roAtiding_jobrelatecl_im_forinatiimn_tNtheit: Tf1iThis category

.requires that yetis be able to receive information from one person and
a-

pass it alpng erlpersbn; Thelnatureof ,many places of employment

,
-seems. Ur-. involvefluctu froni day tc nd- to week in specific

C.

;.,

tasksi materi'aiSi:Or operatiw. Frequently sedifts4batjather.than

talking to all empJoAeS at one timezersors giire(informatioft to.

--: - :

selected employees elidOxpect them4A-nrtbrn* to:pass.that information
. ,

z
along. This resppnse-tategOrl 4s more applicable 'to work than tObreak

t

:-.- - , . A.;_;.,:-.4,:ltions and-may incorporate both hp- workers. acid supervise rs.---11sua y-14,
8. _

iii-,. 'nteraci1Ais,;arer a dyadic rather Ot11 a gr6110 forma
r.--, ,,----_,

*

...----,
vino co- workers for a-j-ob=welt :done: TNik.._t--eittrgliry0-- Number-8.

.

--. .

r quiresthat an emploYee pra4e his or her CO-4(004S When,a job iS.
.., ,

ompMeted werE Employees-need-to be able to respOnd appropriately.to

,;) praise as well as o ;give it; It is morealopplicable.during work times
. 1.----



than break timer and to-to4iotkees rath 4 ih supervisors. Although it
3

could happen Group, it most commonly-occurs in dyadic interactions:

Numbit 9. E-resiing aporbciation:. This requires thatOloyees, on

occasion, exore-thejr appreciation to,inother employee who;AlWdone

something for them. The employee ie4xpected to respond Ipi-ipliately,tb

expressions of appreciation from others as well as to initiate theitelThis'

.

protocol is more common'during work than break times and with co Workers
P ii, : .-: v

. .,..

:rather than supervisors. Likewise, it is more common in dyadic th'anOn_
., ,',: ,:. -- 4.

grOup interactions. :

Number.10.1 .Using,approeriate One and ltness-'. voit7 :This p

A .

_

col requires that :employees a tone and loudness of -voice w404.41$

appropriate to *le message that they. ihtetid.to give. :SpeakinT'ple0oud
... -;__.

- will be upsetting to many liSieners and0 -- .
laftly will make it,

_,L, -.

difficult 'for th to hear what is said. ewi se, an inapproOriSte ton

Of vkice could easily be miItakeb.for a sa ,castic-or angrygremark. Iheangry,

A ..-%, 4-4*
im-or a e ofappwopriate tone' and ligudnes 'of "Oiceareppplicobae to

. :

?i tOnversati nal interactions during b ork and 1010 and witi o-workers

4.1 417-

superVisors or others;

group situations:

4gative ProtocOls

Simi1arlyi it is applicable in both dyadlc and

e_>1.

Numberl- lising_weartr-iftny excuses: ,7,This category inc

cuses sad as the flat tire that caused lateness four days one

(

Aie-unt that died six times this ipa-causithe emploYee

The specific topographical varkations on these response

Ictording 't-0,:e employers th t we s.ury Alawever; they are

by -t0i use V impro4abie ents

being late or absent. for work
P

es ex='-

week,

Pfd occasions_ a

r otherwise inadeqUate f
.

haracter.
_ .

ses for a
09;,?'



They, are most applicable to work-ttsituation interactions with sup `visors

in a dyadic format.s

Number 2, Arguing with employees .drupervisor: This negative prbto-

col refers to argumentative,behaViot by,the employee either as resposes to

someone elses compents or as iqt.atibns Although our observations

suggest that'iti-guing .can pccur occasional during break times; it is mor

serious when it occurs during w8rk times; This protocol can occur during_

inter tions w2th,,co-workers or, with the supervisor and it may occur in

'dyads and in group response formats; 4
c

Number_l_14avinp_f_r tends_ arbund during_ work times: This protocol

reflects situations in which employees 41. ave frients who h4ng arbund th6ie
.

, .

place of work and attempt to interact during work times. The situ
, i.

.. .

appears to be most frequently applicable in res,tatiant employes.
, u

t;iat friends may "hang out" in the restaurant and the en Jaye p
J.

id workacted from his/her wor 'or from customers by the preiegce of these
. ,

friends. In additiOn;:duritv bre employees may/iltet*t with thes
I

7
friends and return tate" fromoiheir ak.

Number 4. G bling about dbm 1y.4)61-i-c-te--5: In4this social pro cod
.- . ...

.,., an em yee complains repeStedly ther empLoye
. 1P

ny;' Employe may ni these're4ran

g and grumbl g by oth loyees; -thus encouraging :it: These interac-

about the.policies df

or respond po 8ompl

tions wok: and uring breaks! They are-Primarily .amoncico-wOrk

rother than wi supervisor. They may occur in
.i ether a dyL" dic or a

group espons t; (luring". .,

grumblI g and 8ibp)ai ni ng ale and'maylndermine 'the hol'itY-:
..i,

ituring arliVeate ng: The deign
. .

.
o(f thi s: Ora°-

..

col ,include aking fun \of others beli l ingthem p rsonally or their

employers'uggested that



work..and threatening them, with either physical harmor damage to their

reputation. It may occur during work or break times and usually involves

cd -work, s rather t an supervi sors; This social . protocol may' 0:1T-ltithin ,

bl ydadi a group onse format. Among all the social prOtcVis that we

examined; this one loiiids most rapidly to being fired or suspended.'
1

Summary of ols- (_.

The. social pitotocOls described above could'be logical-4y arranged irqo
;A f.,, p .1. fir ,,

*

two main gioupings. There are thos'e that are drectlk related tothe7 per:-
, .i ' r

formance of work tasks and :those that are Itetlated to being a pl isant; (A 4

% -
amiable Indl;vidual: The first category i ncl udes rtocol si. - , pi*:

de"

/

h as; folloi.4-.

ing instructions, pesponding appropriately to job related einer ericies;
0 4

offering to help otherothers, getting necessary information' fore attem g ,aoffering
7' .. ,

li . n e w it a s k proving job' related itformatik to others andi'-on th ve

side; having fYdnds around during work hours and using weak7-or

cuses. The:-.0C-Otoeols that reflect ami-abflity/ar;e; the use of foci al
,

itjesi conversational protocols,(incl.
4'

,, appropriate times as well .as/tksing appropr
_ .,.

g ionverVtions;at

one andcloudness.of. voiCet;

prais g co-workers for a fib.w.e. and eNke sirtg mrgciatiorn' to co-

wo ers; On the nega0ve' side-are r'Oicuiing, or threat ring others; grumb-.4
) ing fompliknihgiand ,arg-ii,---, I/ ' ..

. Our observations sugg_esethat effective preparation for employment'
, .

C
.1 ...'

lOill attend to both social 13 tocolt that azteto .productivitY and thoy
lk- .1 -

70.' that relateto being pleasant. ost ofi'tne.soc, ,.ipi.:_otocols described N-1a

aop ..,e rre.,..1....,,,t. be generical olitable to the arziety of liiol.coyerS that
,---,

were surveyed; although a few; h s having riends around wring work.,4

. Y -

94, A i" i
howls, may be more applicable to one e.of employer than ariother.

. . _ ,
, 1 .- ;.-

, ,,,dt-

described above are subje to.'t uirT7Mts, for speci
. .-

4--

oe 41
YPlly?!..: cv

o



I

response topographies and antecedek conditions that are determined by
..; i

particular employers; local culturesi and, in someicasesi sPecific co-

workers or superv.that;are involved. .. :.

. . .
: /,:i : :,c, 4

. ' ..,_, 1t
Thesedatasug6that a suCcessful-training'orasses

a
ment program

-1.-!-
,

*ill probably haVe to operate several levels.st-firSt, th&re is the °;t

, : _ :

qyaluation of generic .skills th are reflected il;(these protocols (e.g.,,

conversation; amiability).: Next; here is the deternOtiittpn of-specific

typeS'of e0Ployers or specific types of jobs'wheretp one set of protocols

may be more heavily emphasized than another. Fipallyi the process of assur

ing suCcesof a particular individual in a specific work
t t_

require a detailed analysis of:tWbehavioral topograph
.

'

that are peebliar to that employerithat jobi and th

.

supervisors;

situation will

s and protocols

rkers and

ti

- r7,,_`
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foncludihgItemarts ."

=

. ) _.

:s.. '
.;

..,,

]--- Summ ries of indings for the surrey research and fi tervatioh;_
,

al resea h were presented for Goals One and Two% respe tvely. Those je
finding were integrated in relating to_GOal Four wh e a.ptioriii;ed t?.

__i_

of pro ocols:for social respopding wereOescribed. Thu4 this,tectilpn will
...,

,

,;not furth& summarize, f. ridings, bUt fath attempt'to draw out their
.

:.

---Ilimitations and .recommend ffture directions for research and deVeloRmeht:

--*FirSti ltfUSt ,4,sk; Whether4ihe social protocols described in this
, _, ;; .., 4s_ , _.-f-.6 ! 7

project aretUfirietently-fcoMplete. The;iOitial soutces fbr soctalepr9to-

4 colOihttudariethis resAKoLcame/from the current- literature in voca-

tional

- / :
. \ ,-_,I!

-traVhihgaWd OPacement, To this,....aterlKadded al orofb th$§

here eVtdekt jp or own preliminary'resea h; It see likel./ that,7'-i'
At r,..,*

,
__ __

7r .0 -0.-i
0.. _

further research will: Identify addilidhal, soirial ever -arha.t,71v, i'
11

0 .

.,;:, . '... 41?

/ 4
4:

fih f 1.--efrect--

avior Dattrien4

t of rkey%,in general. It it oribaht0 that, among pulatiAof-

_
referen their own(nonhandiCappe4

couri loyerS4 jUdgMentabdUt t piqatt s

impoitAnt for vocational 'stccesS wer d tats r -esea

ing withIn thesurvey:researchi work sukerV

,

kappa: Apeop4i especially the more severely handicapped, tociar-performance.

4111Witi Will be-mahifest.at.a more severe level thant of the geil
-//

ocioblakkah some social repertoires that em, l ated as of

..: ,. __!/,!--

little_ concern itaki,S-- tudy-mightbe Orfar g eater cork rn to -_them i

I_ '
..

.-
.-_

tho':ire th reference Illy hapd4cappe

i'

elativel few cony titiNeemployiient sup visors have direc experience.

-ifith-tandicaped workers; and'since.shelt eewor or day actiVity'
_.,

.f-C-. e

tperviso6 M400111ht
. .

y allandards cotpar: le to petlt ernp ant

._
supervisors; -it is un ikely that this issOelcan be suCceWullyil.

:. r-



exclds4vely:throljgh

eedeti)that trte0

ringic4p#a-

Another series of

theri resew ra prqjects will be

%
ervisors tcotvaluate social repertoires

,4,
jn.co etiti t employment sites.

)%
r ihe .

aril wh then -protocols,
.,.

, " 4 . , ..('

written in this

- . ;

beoSubdivided in

iiIenify defined or-whether they need 6

-tie useful to vocational training and placement&

''' -. :

. 4-y

As descr L d ta.kycial protocols are of a class%of responsese

'it ? - 'i'l ..

(e.g., following instructtions) with a delineationOf_some of

al varilibles that turrobnded thei urr ncei,
_

Tharacteristics may need far more, preci

flowfr

rA5tion

differentiated for different kinds of working environ

the situation-,

uational

e more precise

For exampi

following instructions was clearly the tilost important Social skill cons

tently cited by employers. But there are a. multtude,of different kinds o

instruct4410 instructions ay be'very easy or very

,tions may.be very urgent or not; instructions may be g

very fOrcefully; instructions-may_ e_AC.presented very

way. The issue becomes whether it.is sufficient to

fficult; instruc7

subtly or

n almuddled

w that following

- instructions is important. Rather, 'wyl1 further research be

differentiate the import

tioils, in dif

stion is i

"Will they rtt i n any useful Otperality?

)di7ty5 uf thekObservation and s
-iegt

eeded to

responding to different -kinds if instrut-;

he parallel

hat finely,: 'H;

nit cir umstances, given by different

class of social protocols are Subdiii-

.

- Another issue that needs-to be addressed is

ss geographical areas, types of

T 'survey rese

y research

2
6 reliability of the *

s different managers,

envloyers, and across dif rent ,types
, a

uded thirty ml'nagers, from a rural

area f northern Utah; The results were analyzed; or :thr4;stypes of em-

ti



ployers (food s.-v ice, other- and manufacturers); There was, no. .

reference to any specific Jobs in_ regard to the responding of manageri in

this k; A series, of systematic replications will be necessary to

asses,whether the findings reported herein are.,, appal i ca le across other

var4 s; In our survey research, no clear differences werefoIlnd between

the responses of the three Categories of managers that we ex'amin'ed in

regard to questionnaire rattngs. However* the sma ll number of respondents

within groups (n = 10) might have precluded finding those differences,. if
,

. .

;they do exist. Moreover* it is not- clear that the three categories defined ;,

for this study are the most functional,ones that might diffe ntiate between
7.types of employers. Moreov r,there were differences between the categOries

)
.Of employers in regat'd t the pattern.of disciplInary consequences that

they employed.. It seems likely that different kinds Oejobs might,c411 for

different kinds of social skills: For example, an-asserrr l line worker. "in

in Detre4t might require, at least.;,in some wOys, a different
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opinions about employees. There are &variety Of- ways-et/hat future research''

1
. might address these istues; One is to ask managers to k order their

tutrent employees and then relate rankings of those emOloy Lto each,of
#

. .

the social protocols listed in the survey.

specific social profiles that correlate with high

If that were done across a sufficient number, o

In that way one might isolate

ow, ranked'eMiiigWeS

rs; one could also
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INN

NIB

NIB

NMI

N ON

MIS

NON

NON

NON

NON

IMO

INN

NON

NON

INN1

MIN

MIN

N IN

N IN

N IN

RIM

RIM

NMI

NUN

Date
FIELD OBSERVATION CHECKLIST SR/SPRT

-Observation *Information Subject Information
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1. WAS supervisor preSeht7:

2. Was co-worker(s) present?

3. Did TS ,nd SUO-ei-criStii- talk?

e
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4. Did supervisor talk to someone other than TS?.

5. Did TS talk with a peer or co-worker?

6. Did TS talk with two or More co-workers?

7. If TS did not talk during observation, were others talking in the vicinity?

8: Did TS give help or work cooperatively'with peers (e.g.q6comply with request;

hOld same materials as someone; do one step in a several_step task involving ----
others)? (Do not count workinq individually with supervisor.)

9. Did_TS refuse to help or work cooperatively (either verbally or
to comply with request)?

10. Did TS talk about a work-related topic? -

11. Did TS-talk about a non -work related topic (something happening outside of
work; something_they_like/dislike not related to work, comment on clOthOS
or someone's Appearance:

12. Did superViSdr criticize TS (say they did something wrong or they thoUldh't
so something or they look funny)?

13. Did peer criticize TS?

14. Did TS criticize anyone?

15: Did TS interrupt a conversation? (Inappropriately breaking into a conversation

lb. Did anyone interrupt TS?

Isl. for help?

Did the TS receive help?

19. Did TS sit or stand alone_when others were sitting_or standing in groups?-___-
(Cross out the bdiet if TS stayed 'al a fixed work station.)

20. Did supervisor give individual help or instruction to TS?

21. Did supervisor give individual help to someone besides TS?

22. Did TS verbally joke or laugh?

23. Did others verbally joke or laugh?
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